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roots and wings

esther eggertsen peterson

I1 am deeply honored to be invited to give the alice louise
reynolds inaugural lecture and asked to look at my life in light of
hers since I1 went back east nearly a lifetime ago as a member of
the class of 1927192711 have come home to utah many times but today
is perhaps the most joyous homecoming of all

alice louise reynolds made such a profound contribution to
this place she so deeply loved that I1 feel intimidated by her example
and inadequate to my assigned task today and yet in some ways
it is natural to talk about our lives in the same breath for though she
was bomborn in 1873 and I1 was bomborn in 1906 our roots are here in utah
and here at this splendid university which helped shape our lives
in so many important ways so to me this is even more than a very
special speaking engagement this is my homecoming this is
where I1 was bomborn and grew up and went to elementary school and
high school and college

in the sixty one years since I1 left brigham young university
I1 have lived and put down roots in many places boston new york
a farm in rural vermont stockholm brussels and for most of the
past half century in the washington DC area I1 have always tried
to be part of the community wherever I1 chanced to live but even
to this day I1 find myself unconsciously telling friends that I1 have
just phoned home or that I1 am going home when I1 mean utah
and particularly provo As for BYU here on this campus is where
my life as a woman and as a worker began those were years
shaped in many many ways by the values alice louise reynolds
believed in

I1 found my theme for today roots and wings in a recent
issue of BYU today 1 what better words to describe the power of
this institution alice reynolds my brothers and sisters and 1I and
oh so many others had our intellectual roots here and took wing on

esther eggertsen peterson has spent a distinguished career working with labor consumer and womens
issues including assignments as assistant secretary of labor for labor standards 1961691961 69 executive vice
chair of the presidents commission on the status ofwomen 1961631961 63 and special assistant to the presi-
dent for consumer affairs 1964671964 67 and 1977801977 80 she was awarded the presidential medal of freedom in
19811981 this essay was originally presented as the inaugural alice louise reynolds lecture at brigham
young university on 22 september 1988
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the strength of a BYU education what a difference it made in our
lives since this is the inaugural lecture in the series honoring
professor reynolds it is only right to tell you something of her life
and background and the forces and situations that helped to mold
her and I1 want to reflect on them in relation to my life and the lives
of others in my time too few of us are aware of what women like
alice louise reynolds and her predecessors have contributed to
the opportunities I1 and other women have enjoyed in pursuing
careers in public service and public life

alice reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss tangible achievements in education and in
womens rights would have been impressive in any age but they
were particularly remarkable in her day when few women in the
entire country graduated from college and even fewer became full
professors as she did she entered a mans world at a time when
women were rarely accepted in the workplace young women are
sometimes kind enough to tell me that im an inspiration to their
generation but I1 tell them what I1 must tell you that in the area of
womens advancement my generation is only a follower of
pioneers like alice reynolds and many before her

people who knew her spoke about the countless kind words
and deeds that she lavished upon her students and friends about the
fact that she felt no need to criticize people and put them down let
Us oft speak kind words to each other I21 and yet at the
same time she sought to challenge her students rigorously because
she believed that this was the only way to help them develop their
full potential no wonder she was so greatly loved she cared about
them and they knew it indeed when you think that nearly five
thousand students took courses with professor reynolds it does
not seem farfetched to picture her as a kind of mother to us all

professor reynolds created the first english literature
curriculum at BYU introducing students to great literature
chaucer browning the history of the novel and modem drama
among others perhaps even more importantly she built the BYU
library not the bricks and mortar but the priceless collection of
knowledge within its walls and she sent her students out into the
world so charged by her example that they formed alice louise
reynolds clubs even in new york sharing and spreading her love
of literature and education and at the same time gathering books and
material for the library

alice reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss whole life was one of loving service to the
people around her to her university her church and her country
we know she felt strongly about our debts to others let us not
forget our debts after her death a poem was found in her diary that
clearly expressed this sense of obligation
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lord help me live from day to day
in such a self forgetful way
that even when I1 kneel to pray
my prayer may be of others

you will probably know her story but perhaps like me some
of you would like to know more about her in reading alice
reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss autobiography her writings and what I1 could find that
has been written about her I1 came away wishing we could leamlearn
more about the events she lived through and to hear more of her
keen observations of the situations she must have encountered in
her efforts to effect change

I1 suspect that her life examined in its context and explored
in its implications has much more to tell us perhaps someone in
this great institution will take up such a project one day for I1 dont
think the writings so far have touched the depths of what she must
have learned

until the day that such a study is made of professor
reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss life I1 must be content to read between the lines as well
as to follow some of the threads that wound through both our lives
the vibrant community and family life the deep values and great
dreams that many of us shared in the early years of this century
in this beautiful state with its peaks and valleys the inspiration of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints and the triumphs
of pioneers provided growing ground for all of us and what a
fertile growing ground it was

it could not have been easy to do all that she did but on the
other hand there was in a number of ways a greater willingness in
those days to accept women in the world outside the home than
there was in later decades after all brigham young had taught that
the womanscomans place was in the counting house as well as the family
house and dont forget that womens rights and the right to vote
were unshrinedenshrined in the utah constitution at the time of statehood in
189611896.118961 wonder how those pioneer women who had worked for that
would have felt two generations later to find their state reluctant to
step forward in answer to a new call for womens equality

mormon women had begun to take part in political activities
early in 1870 although they could not hold office they actively
participated through discussions in meetings and writing about
womens disadvantages they did this through publications such
as the womens exponent from which exponent II11 takes its
inspiration 3 they sponsored meetings through the relief society4Society4

and the utah suffrage association and they sang songs of their
rights including one to the tune of the mormon hymn hope of
israel
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freedoms daughter rouse from slumber
see the curtains are withdrawn
which so long thy mind have shrouded
lo10 thy day begins to dawn
woman rise thy penance oer
sit thou in the dust no more
seize the scepter hold the van
equal with thy brother man

surely alice reynolds benefittedbenefitted from the climate that this
early activity permitted

in light of the tolerance of that period it was not surprising to
find that alice reynolds a woman of the university was also a
woman of the political world outside that she once walked several
miles to deliver tickets to a speech by william jennings bryan so
that some missionaries could hear him she was active in the utah
suffrage movement and in 1920 she seconded the nomination of
william macadoo at the democratic convention 5 she was an
example of the best kind ofamerican one who took her citizenship
rights seriously

alice reynolds enjoyed the loving care of a large supportive
family as I1 have her nickname in the neighborhood princess
alice suggests that she was somewhat pampered compared to
other children of her day and if this is so it seems to have
contributed to the self confidence and lack of concern with petty
matters upon which many of her contemporaries remarked

it was unusual for children to attend preschool in those days
but alices father george reynolds 6 saw to it that she was sent to
school when she was only four years old and at thirteen she entered
brigham young academy george reynolds recognized his
daughters intellectual gifts early and took pains to guide her
education of which travel was an important part you might say
that he always had his hand on her shoulder

As sheltered as she was alice also experienced suffering as
a child she later referred to her fathers two year imprisonment for
polygamy 7 as a very painful time and her mothers death when
alice was twelve was a serious blow it seems safe to assume that
the nurturing she enjoyed seems to have contributed to her formid-
able strength and self assurance and that this along with her
experience of suffering enabled her to empathize with others

between the lines ofprofessor reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss writings is a lively
impish sense ofhumor in one of the many articles she wrote for the
reliefsocielyrelief society magazine of which she was editor for some time she
recounted a story about a well known feminist lucy stone later
lucy stone blackwell lucy stone was a graduate of oberlin
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college she wrote a paper her senior year that so excited the
faculty that they decided to have it read at commencement how-
ever they felt they couldnt allow her to read it because she was a
woman lucy reacting to the illogic of this situation refused to
allow her paper to be read

years later oberlin invited miss stone to give a commence-
ment address and at some point during the festivities she was
asked how womens struggle for emancipation was faring it is
certainly making progress miss stone replied for when I1 first
began campaigning for womens rights it was customary to throw
rotten eggs at me now at least the eggs that are hurled are fresh

1188eggs
the common threads in professor reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss life and in my

life begin in the early years at home they say that as you get older
your memories of childhood become more vivid and in my
experience this is so true alice reynolds spoke of the importance
of family discussions in her home they were also terribly important
in mine how clearly I1 remember our family sitting around the
dining room table and talking and talking and talking though I1 was
the youngest girl my brother luther insisted that I1 be included in
the discussions which ranged from the teaching of evolution to the
league of nations I1 even remember US senator reed smoot9smoote
sitting at our dining room table and assuring us that the great wall of
import tariffs that the smoot hawley tariff act was raising around
our shores would guarantee insular prosperity to america
unfortunately it became one of the factors that led to a world
economic crash

looking back it is easy to see how important these family
discussions were in encouraging us to think and to ask questions
in our family as in professor reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss family great store was
placed in development of ones gifts especially ones god given
intelligence somehow I1 think this was easier to do before we had
television the presence of boarders in our home even ernie
wilkinson10wilkinson10 boarded with us for a time meant that we were
exposed not only to stimulating conversation but also to diver-
sity to different people with different opinions do children
experience this today talking face to face with people with points
of view different from theirs this experience prepared us to enjoy
a broad variety of people of many races creeds and cultures later
on it would be impossible to overestimate its importance to me it
is obvious that alice reynolds who also loved to travel cherished
diversity as well

what were the other values the work ethic of course was
one like alice reynolds I1 never cared much for household
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chores important as they are but I1 loved working in the fields and
helping my father with the livestock and I1 look back on memories
ofdoing those chores with great fondness even helping to clean
the manure out of the cow barn

combined with the work ethic was a sense that you can do
whatever needs to be done a conviction that we inherited from our
ancestors who had crossed the plains we were all raised on
brigham youngs idea that we dont have to go to california to get
gold were going to make this land right here beautiful and
indeed the extraordinary achievement of irrigating the desert
taught us that anything was possible

responsibility for others was also high on the list of values
that shaped our lives this was driven home to me when my mother
became matron of the poomousepoorhousepoomouse after my father became ill if you
remember we had no pensions or social security in those days my
brother mark and I1 went to the poorhouse with mother and helped
her clean we placed the legs of the beds in cans full of kerosene to
kill the bedbugs and we helped to scrub everything including the
bathrooms it did not occur to us that we should be paid for this
we were simply fulfilling part of our obligation to people less
fortunate than we were I1 believe that in our hearts our sunday
singing came back have you done any good in the world today
have I1 helped anyone in needneedledi

the importance of group effort was another given in those
days it was taken for granted that we needed each other and the
idea ofgoing it alone was unheard of the assumption that you must
win support from others and give credit to them has stood me in
good stead all these years just as it did alice reynolds who freely
shared the joys of her accomplishments

possibly the anthropologists would say that our religious
sense of interdependency was a very practical reason for the notion
that we had to be considerate of each other and this was drummed
into us as well however I1 must confess to occasional lapses in
sisterly devotion for instance we had a rule in my family there
were four girls that the last one in at night had to mix the bread for
the next day so I1 figured out a way to stay out as long as possible
without being last I1 tried to be the next to last one it was a way of
having my cake and eating it too I1 suppose

BYU in those days seemed to carry forward all of the values
that we had been taught at home and in church so it was natural to
accept them as a foundation on which to build and this was
furthered by many fine teachers

I1 was not in one of alice reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss classes but in a broad
sense I1 was certainly one ofher students and to paraphrase a public
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figure much in the news these days had I1 known sixty some years
ago that I1 would be standing here at this time I1 most certainly would
have signed up for one of her courses nevertheless through my
sisters algie thelma and anna marie I1 knew about professor
reynolds and felt her influence on this campus and we were
delighted by the stories we all used to hear about her professorial
absentmindedness her teakettle purse and the time she crawled
through the classroom window

even though I1 did not study with professor reynolds I1 was
influenced by her and was nourished by other outstanding teachers
william J snow in political science opened up the world of
government for me he pressed us hard to think wilford poulson
in psychology had me read many works on the psychology of
religion and professor hugh woodruff imbued me with the
philosophy and history of the many different religions so vital to
understanding diverse cultures throughout the world walter
cottam and vasco tanner in botany and zoology carl eyring in
physics and john C swenson in sociology helped prepare me
for the work I1 did later in the sweatshops of new york and boston
and for my teaching at bryn mawr summer school for women
workers george hanson the geology teacher taught us how long
it took to build the great mountains it took millions of years and
he said to the students you must be patient but his final words
were dont be too patient

julia B jensenshensensJensens impact was tremendous I1 studied robert
browning with her I1 had already had the good fortune of studying
english literature in high school with alice ludlow who later
became mrs ernie wilkinson it was she who reinforced my love
of reading these were some of the people who had their hands on
my shoulders who gently pushed me to think critically to ask
questions and to take risks all the while reminding me that they
were there to explain to argue to guide if needed

As wonderful as all this was it would be wrong for me to give
the impression that everything was perfect for like many young
people I1 was starting to question accepted behavior even then As
a youngster I1 rode from provo to salt lake one day with some of
my mothers college student boarders who had been enlisted as
strikebreakers during a railroad strike at the salt lake roundhouse
I1 still vividly remember being escorted through the picket line by
police on horseback who made a path for our car by pushing back
the strikers and their families at one point our car stopped in the
midst of the crowd and a thin woman with two small children
caught my eye why are you doing this to us she asked I1 had no
answer
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so even as a child I1 began to ask questions and it was often
difficult to get answers in fact I1 was sometimes criticized for
asking too many questions and later this was difficult to square
with what I1 had been taught in church and in the classroom though
it was not the main factor in my leaving utah if I1 am to be honest
with you then I1 have to say it was a factor along with matters of the
heart but then I1 was one of many BYU graduates who headed east
at that time there was not enough room for us in utahs agrarian
economy henry stark briant decker walter cottam henry
eyring hal bently and nils anderson were also among that group

I1 needed explanations why were we comfortable while
others were hungry even professor jenson when she taught
brownings pippa passes never explained why the little girl was
allowed out of the mill for only one day a year but I1 do remember
pippas happiness gods in his heaven alls right with the
world my brother luther had written from his mission in england
about the dehumanizing conditions then prevailing in british
factories but many people did not want to hear about it and whats
more it was suggested that people who talked about such things
were probably just troublemakers imagine my surprise when I1
discovered that my future husband who was raised in north
dakota knew more about the copper miners strike and the lives of
industrial workers in utah than I1 did we did live a protected life

well times have changed havent they it is encouraging to
think that concerns and attitudes that once seemed threatening are
now widely accepted

in a sense though I1 have lived on the east coast and in europe
all these years and traveled to all the continents I1 have never left
utah and when I1 contemplate my good fortune to have partici-
pated for nearly six decades in some of the great changes of this
century in afaffirmingfinning the rights of workers of women of blacks
and consumers I1 have always come back to my roots and to the
place that gave me wings

when I1 started out it was no longer remarkable for a woman
to graduate from college the right to vote was something we had
already inherited the right to enter the work force was being
accepted more and more this was already quite a change from
attitudes in alice reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss youth

one of the things I1 would like to know about her is how she
accomplished so much at a time when most women were expected
to stay home remaining unmarried was probably a factor in
professor reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss career of course it was more acceptable for
single women to work in those days than it was for married women
also I1 think the time was ripening for womens abilities and
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energies to be brought into service this simply began to make
sense to many people particularly during world war 1I

lastly we must never forget that supporting hand on the
shoulder in her case the hand ofher father and other relatives and
friends in mine it was also the hand of my father and my brother
luther and my brother in law george ballif my sister algie and
of course mainly my husband oliver who was so comfortable in
his own sense of self worth that any honors which came to me were
celebrated with me

in professor reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss success I1 think we must assume that
the way she went about achieving her goals was crucial in my own
experience you can move mountains if you keep certain principles
in mind guidelines if you will for how we ought to treat other
human beings it is for instance terribly important to look at the
other persons situation and try to understand that individuals
point of view this means in a sense standing in the shoes of the
people youre trying to understand it also means approaching
opponents respectfully and making a serious effort to understand
the reasons for their position it seems to me that this is more
important than ever now for our society is at a level of such
complexity that the right answer is seldom easy or obvious
avoid simple answers george hanson taught us for they are

usually unreliable and to find reliable answers to the thorny
problems we face today we need all the help we can get we need
each other we need to hear all voices and try to understand all
points of view

alice reynolds would undoubtedly be very proud to see how
far women have come since her day I1 am very gratified to have
been a part of that advance through the achievements of president
john F kennedyskennedyaKennedys commission on the status of women in 1963
it was almost as controversial and embattled a set of principles as
civil rights was in utah I1 might add advocacy of equality of
opportunity was often regarded as an attack on the structure of
family life and tradition

at the same time I1 am aware that our upbringing in utah gave
us convictions and I1 suppose it was these convictions along with
our supportive friends and families that gave us the courage to
speak out though professor reynolds was a model of gentleness
that did not stop her from doing what she believed in she was aware
of the great currents of her time she discussed she led and she
spoke up for her beliefs fearlessly As we already know she was
a supporter of early legislation for women and im confident
from all we know about her that she would be in the forefront on the
big issues that women are facing today day care for children
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shared responsibility in the home poverty in fatherless homes and
implementation of the principle of equality with tools such as
comparable worth there are so many issues we are working on

now where the wisdom she demonstrated years ago continues to be
needed

now the time has come and I1 think alice reynolds would
agree to talk less about womens needs and mens needs and
more about human needs this is not to say that the needs of women
have been met but the commitment now exists and much more
understanding is there they show up in recent surveys among
young people even those with fundamentally conservative
views and there are tools to ensure that these things will become
reality so now it is mainly a question of working out the details
and while I1 do not wish to minimize the importance of details
which can make or break any dream 1I think it is clear that even
more pressing business is at hand

the strength to be different was obviously one of professor
reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss qualities and she did not hesitate to speak out in
difficult situations most people here have probably read her
spirited defense of the church at the national suffrage convention
in 1904 12

I1 cannot honestly say that I1 felt strong or impervious during
the times in my life when I1 have been attacked by critics but at
those times and there have been many when people on opposite
sides of an issue said I1 was wrong I1 always thought of my dear
husbands advice esther he said when youre being attacked
from both sides you are better able to stand upright this too fit
in with what ran so deep through my own childhood do what is
right let the consequence follow 13 and it is not always easy to
know what is right

being under fire from both extremes has been a fairly
frequent experience during my years of working for consumer
rights and quite honestly my background in utah knowing
what a good loaf of bread was and believing that you can do
what is right and still make a profit without lying or cheating
gave me strength and credibility happily I1 was even able to
sell this concept of consumerconsumerismism to a multi billion dollar

food chain in the washington area in the eight years between
my white house assignments together we proved you could
make a profit by treating consumers fairly and respecting their
intelligence

now in my old age my thoughts turn to my grandchildren
and to everyones grandchildren it is for them that we must take on
the big challenges before us to rescue the environment to save our
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planet and to broaden the base of opportunity for education and
free choice around the world

imagine the world we live in as a village of one thousand in
this condensed world a reflection of our larger world sixty of the
one thousand villagers would own half of the total wealth more
than five hundred of the one thousand would be living in slums and
would be hungry and seven hundred of the one thousand would be
illiterate one more thing about that imaginary village seven
hundred of the one thousand are nonwhite so it might be a good
idea for all of us to rethink who is the minority and who is the
majority in this world

the world is as close as the airwavesairwaves that now reach every-
where even to the remotest villages in africa and asia people
especially young people are walking around with those little
earphones and they are not only listening to michael jackson they
are also hearing the news of the world and becoming aware of the
enormous gaps that divide us and them in our world village

in reading A lighter of lampsoflamps 141 was impressed by a passage
that also impressed professor reynolds who not long before her
death copied it into herjournalher journal from an article by kathleen norris
what every woman almost knows I115I1 it is a passionate descrip-

tion of the effect of subjugation on women but in reading it I1 think
not only of women but of human beings in general human beings
everywhere

the author wrote of the accumulating weight of injustices
down through the ages to be enslaved ignored punished unre-
warded scorned belittledevenbelittledbelittledeveneven for a few days has a fearful effect
even on a child thus treated it may never rise to normal free
development again 16

the problems facing us in the world are daunting but they are
soluble As brigham young said we can do it and it seems to me
that our heritage as the children and grandchildren and great
grandchildren of brave resolute and indomitable pioneers is very
valuable and relevant in facing the great demands of today and
tomorrow

forty some years ago it was considered almost radical for a
defeated republican presidential candidate to talk about one
world as wendell willkie did to talk about how interdependent
we are and how we cannot survive without working together but
sixty eighty a hundred years ago in utah such notions were held
by nearly everyone to be sure it was a smaller world and yet those
old values are more important than ever today

surely each of us has something to contribute toward
widening the freedoms and opportunities for people in developing
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countries beyond providing the shining example of a free and pros-
perous america many organizations and individuals are doing just
that A great deal is being done to widen opportunities right now
I1 am working hard on a little piece of this idea by representing the
international organization of consumers unions at the united
nations where we are trying among other things to prevent the
dumping of hazardous goods and materials on the markets of
unsuspecting countries we are also attempting to extend to other
people aspects of enlightened free enterprise that we now take for
granted in the united states honest informative food labeling
and dating and safe drugs and pesticides

consumer rights and environmental rights are widely
accepted elements of the free enterprise system now although I1 am
sorry to have to tell you that not everyone in power in this country
seems to agree maybe its a hard point to grasp when the well-
being of business is seen as being more important than the well-
being of people in the real world they are often intertwined

president carter worked with great dedication to get
american business to agree to an executive order prohibiting the
sale ofhazardous products overseas without the full knowledge and
agreement of the governments involved the order was signed and
put into effect unfortunately the reagan administration lifted the
order three weeks after its inauguration in 19811981 a move that
created considerable disappointment among countries that had
looked to us for leadership in this area

these countries then turned to the united nations for help in
making available a full list of all products banned or severely
restricted not only in the united states but in any other developed
nation but when it was time to reach consensus on publishing the
list at the united nations the only country that withheld its support
for a prolonged period was the united states

the same thing happened when we tried to adopt the same
general international consumer protection guidelines that are
mandatory in our own marketplace there was no compulsion in
the UN guidelines only guidance and technical assistance yet
throughout the debate at the UN the united states refused to
agree to share the tools to assure clean water safe pharmaceuticals
safe meat and so on standards that we in the US take for granted
the right to be safe to be informed to be heard and to have choice
the consumer rights that president kennedy enumerated as a
consumer bill of rights twenty six years ago and that I1 have
devoted countless time on seeing that they are implemented
these things exist only in a truly competitive marketplace maybe
the bureaucrats and politicians would have been a little more
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open minded on this UN issue if they had gotten out in the world
more and walked through the remote villages if they had they
might have seen and felt the great respect almost reverence in
which our country is held by most people in the world not for our
great wealth which is of course envied but for our democratic
ideals and our respect for the individual and for humanity

in my going around and working the one name that opens
doors for me is the name of eleanor roosevelt these efforts
perhaps represent small steps but one thing ive learned and I1
feel certain that alice louise reynolds knew it too is that small
steps can eventually get you where you want to go in fact very
often theyre the only way to get there maybe this is part of the
reason I1 keep coming back to a poem that has meant much to me
over the years stubborn ounces

you say the little efforts that I1 make
will do no good they never will prevail
to tip the hovering scale
where justice hangs in balance

I1 dont think
I1 ever thought they would
but I1 am prejudiced beyond debate
in favor of my right to choose which side
shall feel the stubborn ounces of my weight 17

on this campus and in this world we are the beneficiaries of
many people like alice louise reynolds of people with stubborn
prejudice in favor of everyones right to leamlearn and to grow what a
great legacy it is and how grateful I1 am to you and to this university
for giving me an assignment to prepare for this lecture which
enabled me to rediscover my roots and wings in her life

NOTES

roger porter tradition and change the search for roots and wings BYU today 42
january 1988 263326 33

2josephjosephajoseph L townsend let Us oft speak kind words to each other hymns of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1985
nono232232

the women s exponent first appeared in 1872 under the editorial guidance of L L green
privately published it flourished for over forty years under various editors most notably emmeline B
wells the journal ceased publication in 1914 it was resurrected sixty years later in boston by claudia
bushman as exponent ILII11 again privately sponsored the magazine is currently edited by susan paxman
and published in arlington massachusetts

the relief society is a church sponsored auxiliary for women organized in nauvoo illinois
15 march 1842 under the direction of joseph smith jr at the suggestion of his wife emma and other
prominent women of the town
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the convention was held inin san francisco california 28 june 5 july 1920 although
macadoo was nominated for consideration as the bartyspartys presidential candidate that year the final vote
put james M cox onan the ticket inin the presidential race and franklin D roosevelt as vicevice president the
republicans won that election sending warren G harding to the white house

george reynolds 184219091842 1909 was a member of the first seven presidents of the seventy
1890 1909 and served as a personal secretary to brigham young

george reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss conviction was upheld by the supreme court on 6 january 1879 he was
sentenced by the utah supreme court to serve two years inin a federal prison he left for lincoln nebraska
on 18 june 1879 he stayed there for twentyfivetwenty five days and was returned to serve his time at the utah
territorial penitentiary inin sugar house he was released 20 january 18811881 after serving eighteen months

alice louise reynolds women and higher education reliefsocietyrelief society magazine 10 october
1923 49293492 93

reed smoot 186219411862 1941 a member of the quorum of the twelve apostles 190019411900 1941

served inin the united states senate from 1903 through 1933
ernest L wilkinson 189919781899 1978 a prominent attorney served as president ofbyuof BYU from 1951

to 19711971
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rat reunion summer

pauline mortensen

it was a great day when I1 did not pass out because of the rat
elaine said you stay by that door and I1 will go in this door and
chase him out of the closet there and she pointed at where I1 was
kneeling on the floor in front of the first door with a pie plate in my
hand then when the rat came through there was a great scurry of
frantic feet past my knees but the important thing is I1 did not run
I1 did not run scream or faint it was a great day for little sisters a
great day for womankind for when we finally convinced the rat to
run in the right direction we managed to pin him permanently
between the wall and a free flying utensil drawer

we did this because rats are a serious matter it is important
to remember that in the clinches you never want to turn your back
on an overconfident rat he moves when you move takes up the
slack in the distance between you you turn around and there he is
three feet closer nearer the mark so you have to face him off nose
to nose its the only way

roger and I1 have lain awake for a week in the loft of our
unfinished cabin in the mountains of northern idaho listening for
another rat there is only this one rat we are pretty sure only one
who came in through a hole in the eaves when we piled some boards
against the outside only one we heard squeaking his twigs in
between the wall and the tin roof and saw disappear in our flashlight
beam catlike into the wall every night we listen for the sounds of
rustling the slight cough of something disturbed we know he is
still there although we havent seen him for two days we know he
is still there because every morning we find the black nuggets ofhis
indiscretion placed in patterns of three all over the cabin floor by
the wood box by the door beside our shoes and socks little notes
he leaves for us kilroy was here yankee go home and 1I
have not yet begun to fight little macarthur messages nibbled
in the ends of bread sacks promising 1I shall return

pauline mortensen is a writer living in orem utah herbookbackbooybackbookrackboobookBackYBack before the world turnedturnednastynasty winner
of the 1988 publication prize of the utah division of fine arts creative writing competition will be
published in 1989 by the university of arkansas press
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and here is the thing we personify the rat I1 know we
personify the rat what else can we do when he scratches rat tracks
across our dreams we have to play his game we have to play by
his rules we have to stay on the same rat wavelength or we may
miss everything

I1 fold back the covers for a minute I1 think I1 heard something
I1 listen in the night air my face suddenly cold do you hear
anything I1 whisper roger comes out for air too tunes in his radar
in the direction of the rail sounds like the kitchen

are you sure are you sure it wasnt by the door we have
left the poison by the door

no the kitchen sink I1 think he is thirsty
we hear nothing for a while get cold and then cover our

heads again this is the way we sleep we leave as little as possible
to chance we pull in our armsanusanns and legs never leave them dangling
out over the side to attract things that go bump in the night never
leave an excess of anything exposed an invitation to ratbiterat bite there
is only the tiny opening for our faces in the covers only our senses
sticking out for breathing and for listening there is no such thing
as an absolutely quiet rat

and this has been our camping experience this summer
getting ready for the family reunion putting in windows putting in
doors putting in the loft putting in rat protection elaine says I11I

dont know how you can stand to sleep out there with a rat a
comment aimed at only the four legged kind elaine is safe and
secure over at the old house safe and asleep within the same walls
where we killed the closet rat a closet rat that elaine said was
smaller than the both of us I11I dont know how you can sleep with
a rat my sister says the same sister that only yesterday stood safe
across the room saying get him franki get him as we chased
some incredibly small field mouse across that same kitchen only
out the back door this time

and she is the one who put me up to this twentyfivetwenty five years
ago the one who said I1 was brave to stand up to the first rat the one
who made me afraid to admit that I1 was afraid elaine my sister
whose feet have turned to clay after all these years

so this is her fault I1 owe it all to her my face will be gnawed
away before I1 will admit that I1 am a coward As for roger there is
nothing in particular that he has to prove but he will stay here by
my side spending a faithful rat vigilance in the loft of our cabin

we listen for the sounds of rolling dice rat games on the lower
level roger thinks he hears something I1 think about the poison we
have put out the boxes of pellets placed where the rat would least
expect it little red boxes of insecurity that will drive him wild for
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water will drive him out the door we have left slightly ajar on his
behalf it is much more subtle than a gun the only problem is if
you leave the door open for the rat to go out there is no telling what
else might come in it is one of the great rat dilemmas like all things
in life

at the entrance to the property the family property we have
installed a gate a great green fanfarmersners gate chained between a great
tree and a cement post ed installed the gate ed the brother with
the most to lose because of his investment in his cabin so far we
have a community of three the old house that has been Elaines
since mother died the bam that ed turned into his cabin and started
this whole reunion business by making this a nice place to come to
and the woodshed which is where we are lying in our unfinished
state listening for the rat

so we installed the gate in early spring weve been here on
and off all summer in july we had the reunion and through it all
has been the irritating presence ofofjarvisjarvis jarvis the youngest next
to me jarvis who has an unnerving way about him who comes up
here with nothing much to do and gets annoyed because we wont
stop our work and talk to him who keeps coming by to borrow
things things we hauled seven hundred miles to use ourselves on
our cabin

jarvis of course was offended by the gate who do you
think you are locking out he says why didnt anyone tell me
about the gate jarvis came when nobody was expecting him
came three days early to the reunion while roger and I1 were in
town getting supplies came pulling his pickup and camper with a
volkswagen

there are two stories about the camper and the volkswagen
the first one goes like this halfway over the pass the pickup
threw a rod and we had to come on the rest of the way pulling it with
the vee dub this is jarvissgarvissJarviss story but jarvis has many kids and
the way they tell it when you have one of them off in the comer
pumping her for information is this we pulled the camper all the
way from washington daddy wanted something to stake his claim
with that is jarvis towed this trash heap of a pickup camper all
the way from washington state because he wanted to dump it on
family land wanted to ditch his trash in the valley of our rustic
retreat an eyesore for the deer to graze around oxidized aluminum
in the periphery of our zoom lens and thats my brother jarvis
grinding the gears of his volkswagen just so we would all remem-
ber that he too is entitled

and what do you do with a brother like that that thinks you
are out to gyp him that measures everyone else by the standards
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he sets for himself that comes up here packing a bolt cutter to
insure his rights

the deal with the chain has been going back and forth it may
never end ed put up the chain with the intention of keeping out the
uninvited and jarvis saw through that thought the chain was

made just for him to keep him off the family land ed made a big
stink about giving him a key then didnt so jarvis comes up here
unannounced and clips his way through with the bolt cutters then
he puts on his own cheap lock in the place of the missing link puts
someornerysome ornery cheap thing in between as a link some cheap lock it
only took ed one try to smash off and now ed says that jarvis is
not getting a key even if he does ask nice but jarvis will come
through im putting my money on jarvis

so it has been a big summer for attracting relatives the cool
weather and no mosquitoes drew them the smog free air and potato
salad lunch the open land and cracker pie the old home place drew
them drew them like flies to the family reunion in bigger numbers
than ever before in bigger campers bigger tents bigger families
bigger plans for building their own cabins up here weve tried to
get the word out that its already crowded enough but still they
come to the reunion with all their plans waving their armsanns in the
direction of imaginary structures and all their four wheelers
stirring up the dust lets not forget about that and all their talking
around your campfire into all hours of the night all their teenagers
sneaking in and out of the brush darting adolescent eyes at one
another across your conversation and then there has been jarvis
and his gun

someone should write and tell these people that a dog is not
the same thing as a kid we have to put up with their kids but we
do not have to put up with their dogs and dogs that are on their last
legs we especially could do without them they are not at all
inclined to be friendly even if we are related such a dog does not
know the difference between a first cousin and a second once or
twice removed we are all the same to him under the skin all alien
and he sits guarding the porch no respecter of persons baring his
teeth like he wants to take off your leg someone should write and
tell these people so jarvis doesnt have to

heres the scenario here is cousin wallace young cousin
wallace coming to the reunion for the first time for the first time
since hes been off drugs bringing his dog the only living being he
truly loves in the whole world bringing this dog to play frisbee with
in the field and get this wallace keeps a journalajournalaljournal on the dog keeps
a journal on the best frisbee playing dog in the world a record of
the number of frisbeesfrisbees thrown and the number of frisbeesfrisbees caught
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writes it all down in his frisbee book about the dog with the 90
percent average and another thing the dog has cancer he is not
expected to live to the end of the year and still one more thing the
dog especially likes to nip at jarvissgarvissJarviss kids nips at them without
warning when one of them wants something obnoxious like to
come in the house and who said dogs lack intelligence jarvis
gets upset at this his little muffins being mauledhauled by wallaces dog
so this is what jarvis does good old jarvis he walks up to wallace
when hes petting buzzy the dogs name is buzzy he comes up
to wallace and pulls a pearl handled derringer out ofhis pocket and
says you do something about that dog or I1 will A kind of
family reunion make my day

good old jarvis about as much tact as a cement truck I1 think
we can predict that this will be the last we see of wallace as well
as buzzy but jarvis will still be around he is made of sterner stuff
you couldnt knock him down with a crowbar or dissuade him
from showing up at the reunion not when real estate is involved
jarvis went to real estate school he knows the value of land right
at first we all thought that real estate school was going to help the
lessons they give on how to attract potential buyers the personality
improvement part we all thought it was going to help he was nice
for an awfully long time then he went into remission went back
to his normal self and became the old jarvis that we all know and
loveiove the good old jarvis who comestocolestocomes to the reunion with a chip on
his shoulder

jarvis who is trying to push his weight around this is
what we say about him he is the punch line of all of ourjokesour jokes we
say who ate the cookies jarvis whose spare tire shall we
roll down the hill this year jarvissgarvissJarviss whats the difference
between an elephant and a bread box jarvis we pelt him with
our verbal abuse and still he keeps coming back for more A little
slower every year less quick with his response which makes us
think we are wearing him down

of course there are other subjects that one can bring up
around jarvis which are especially rewarding one of them is
womens rights or womens lib which is the term he would
recognize so jarvis comes over to our cabin to borrow a screw-
driver and five or six two by fours to lay across his camper while
he is repairing a leak looks like she cleaned up around here since
I1 was here before I1 notice this while im painting around a
window what do you mean she I1 say roger did that while I1
was fixing the saw the skillsawskill saw which coincidentally was
invented by a woman I1 sprinkle this information out like I1 am
chumming fish
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should have known should have known he says and takes
a handful of nails he takes a handful of nails because he is building
a porch for his camper a porch out of our two by fours

jarvis is good at playing this game it intimidates the living rat
bait out of me makes me wonder what will still be here when I1

come back some time what will be left after jarvis comes up when
were not here and makes his rounds jarvis and his sticky fingers

I1 say to jarvis what is it exactly that you plan to do with your
lot are you going to start a cabin this year

jarvis doesnt answer immediately there is something
grinding away underneath

one of these days he says
when we talk about cabin building it is coming close to the

mark close to the poison by the door ed and elaine are the trustees
for this place they have the final say big brother and big sister
having the final say it rubs jarvis raw

it takes more planning more figuring when you have to do
it from scratch he says and then he adds almost as an after-
thought you had it easy

we had it easy me and roger traveling seven hundred miles
just to put in a nail seven hundred miles for two or three weeks out
of the year seven hundred miles for the last three years and still we
have not replaced the roof the roof of the old woodshed we have
slowly been turning into our cabin the galvanized steel roof that
jarvis and everyone else shot to pieces when they were boys the
roof that leaks like a sieve if we dont patch it every time werewe re here

sure jarvis everyones got it easy I1 say this place
wouldnt be here if it hadnt been for ed the way I1 figure is that
he has a right to have the say and he does have the legal say

this gets him where he lives he looks off in thedistancethe distance so
you are in with them he says

im not in with anybody thats just the way it is and then
jarvis begins to stretch himself begins to flex the self assurance I1
thought I1 was wearing down he has one ace in the hole he always
does

you and elaine got title yet he says and the comers of his
mouth begin to curl and this is the ultimate weapon in the war we
have been waging jarvissgarvissJarviss ultimate threat the last time this place
was surveyed was shortly after lewis and clarkdarkmark and the survey
markers are old and the survey markers are gone but jarvis finds
them he has taught himself surveyoringsurveyoring just so that he can
come up here to measure the land with his used equipment climbs
all over the hills in front of the house with it climbs all over the hills
in back spends one whole reunion surveying our land the land our
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mother left to us the whole family in trust the land that none of
us will be able to sell until it is surveyed

his surveying makes everyone nervous what are you trying
to prove jarvis just what are you trying to prove im not trying
to prove anything jarvis says just dont want to build a cabin on
a piece of property unless it is mine just dont want to take a chance
on losing it

and here is the rub the results of jarvissgarvissJarviss survey the hold he
has over all of us back when the place was sold back when it was
sold and resold and traded around in the family and then sold back
to the government all but these ten acres someone made a great
mistake some county engineer who wrote the coordinates on the
title who squared off our land from someone elsesalses memory
someone made a great mistake and said our property is here when
it was really supposed to be over there they wrote it down and
changed the way it had been for a hundred years put us down over
there thirty yards on the other side of the house the house that has
always been in this family but is really a figment of our
imagination

and this is where he gets us makes us all pull the covers up
over our heads you all can go along building your pipe dreams
he says but just in case the forest service gets any notions im
building over there he waves his arm in the direction of the house
indicating the other side and when I1 record the title I1 will have
to record it right and that will leave you all sitting out here in thin
air I1 will record my cabin as being on the edge of the land and that
wont leave you on the edge of anything because you are really on
government land I1 have to do it he says im conscience bound

and thats my brother jarvis squeaking his twigs in between
the roof and the wall and settinggetting all our nerves on edge nerves that
didnt have to be set on edge for as far as we have been concerned
all these years what the government doesnt know wont hurt them
As far as the forest service is concerned this is our place our place
unless anyone goes messing around with a survey and fiddling with
county records elaine has put it this way if he thinks hes going
to get a title out of me it will be over my dead body she says and
that is the end of the story

so there have been more than a few rats at this reunion as
roger and I1 have pounded our few nails into the hollow shell of the
cabin it has been a rat reunion summer in fact with us lying awake
listening to the gnawing going on beneath us under our loft the loft
we have built out of pipe dreams A pipe dream some drug
induced hallucination I1 suppose ive never really thought about it
before some metaphor that has lost its meaning but has come
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scratching its way back between the cracks of a new idea it all

makes perfect sense now now that ive seen up close the beady
eyes of the rat the cabin rat standing on confident tiptoe blinking
his pink eyes and waggling his rope tail the mountain rat who
pokes his head out for just a peek from the insulation tear before
burrowing deep and safe inside our cabin walls



its just a phase
youre going through

J bevan ott

I1 wish to start by telling you about iduna iduna is a calori-
meter and part of a family of instruments that very probably
makes brigham young university the calorimeter center of the
world idunasidonas immediate calorimeter family includes neptune
mrs olsen sally rita marelda and big ben 1 iduna also has a
number of calorimeter cousins aunts uncles and other more
distant relations here at brigham young university but iduna is a
special member of the family to me dr james J christensen had
his hand in the design and construction of this family of calori-
meters and he and I1 built iduna together jim and I1 were close
friends for a number of years but we had never collaborated on a
research project until the fall of 1983 at that time we decided we
would work together to build a special highly accurate calorimeter
and use it to establish a reference system to test the reliability of
other calorimeters

during the fall of that year we gathered together the compo-
nents to make a calorimeter finding a computer here and a
controller there along with temperature and pressure measuring
devices a power supply multiplexer frequency meter valves and
tubing over the christmas holidays iduna was bom we rolled up
our sleeves and worked long and hard putting her together ordi-
narily a calorimeter like iduna would cost from fifty to seventy
five thousand dollars we were pleased that after all the scrounging
out of pocket expenses to build iduna were about 10 percent of that
amount

I1 wish to pay tribute at this time to jim christensen I1 am sure
most of you know he passed away suddenly last fall brigham
young university will sorely miss his genius and I1 especially miss
his friendship

J bevan ott isis the joseph K nicholes professor of ofchemistrychemistry and chairman oftheodtheof the department ofchemistryofchemistry

at brigham young university this essay was originally presented as the distinguished faculty lecture
for 1988 professor ott writes special thanks go to my wife ranae for thirty five years of ofunderstandingunderstanding
and support to linda whittaker for typing thirty seven drafts ofthisorthisof thigthis talk a conservative estimate to brian
woodfield and jay purdy for helping with the demonstrations and to rex goates and jim christensen for
years of exciting and funfanhunbun collaboration on research
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calorimeters are devices for measuring heat effects iduna is
specifically a high temperature high pressure isothermal flow
calorimeter she is capable of measuring the heat absorbed or
liberated when liquids are mixed together and she can do it very
accurately at temperatures ranging from twenty to two hundred
degrees centigrade and at pressures ranging from atmospheric to
250 times that value we named iduna for an ancient but beautiful
german goddess who kept the apples of youth that she withdrew
from a never ending supply in her basket and gave to the other gods
to keep them from growing old iduna is an appropriate name for
this instrument the research or creative work we accomplish with
help from an iduna are the apples that keep our research program
alive and help us stay active and on the cutting edge of our
professional field

iduna has lived up to every expectation recently we made
heat of mixing measurements with iduna on mixtures of the two
liquids cyclohexane and acetonitrile whose molecular structures
are shown in figure 1I 21 the cyclohexane molecule contains a ring
of six carbon atoms the molecule is nonpolar and the ring is bent
to give a nearly spherical shape acetonitrile is an egg shaped polar
molecule that is there is a difference in electrical charge between
the two ends the acetonitrile cyclohexane system was chosen
to study the heat effect and hence the interaction when polar and
nonpolar molecules are mixed

the results of the heat of mixing measurements are shown
in figure 2 in which we plot heat of mixing against composition
of the mixture 3 the upper curve gives the results obtained at
I1 OOC while the middle and lower curves summarize the measure
ments made at 75c and 50c respectively the heat of mixing is
expressed in joulesmolejoulesmole A joule is the unit of energy in the inter-
national system ofunits and is the preferred way to express amount
of energy in scientific discussion it takes a little over fourjoulesfourjoules to
give a calorie which is a unit of energy you may be more familiar
with A mole is a number of atoms or molecules similar to a dozen
or a gross only much much larger A mole contains avogadros
number of particles nearly 6 x 10231021 that is a number starting with
six followed by 23 zeros thus a heat of mixing in joulesmolejoule smole is
the heat absorbed or evolved in injoulesjoules when enough acetonitrile and
cyclohexane are mixed to give 6 x 10231021 molecules of mixture
although the number of molecules is large the mass of a mole is
usually of the order of grams and is a convenient amount to work
with in the laboratory

the american chemical society has a bumper sticker with
the caption chemists have solutions the solutions we will be
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fig 1 structures of cyclohexane and acetonitrile organic chemists
represent molecules with only the carbon and nitrogen skeletons shown
hydrogen atoms are at the end of each projecting bond the dots on the
nitrogen in acetonitrile represent a pair of electrons not used in bonding
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fig 2 heat of mixing versus mole fraction of cyclohexane for mixtures of
cyclohexane and acetonitrile the upper curve solid line gives the results at
100c the middle curve dashed line is for 75c and the lower curve dashed

dotted line is for 50c50t phase separation occurs at 50c with the compositions of
the saturated solutions given by points A and B
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fig 3 the mixing of two liquids to form a solution the mole fraction ofofblofbB in the
mixture is equal to nan2n the number of B molecules divided by nin nan2n the total
number of molecules
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talking about are homogeneous mixtures of two or more sub-
stances in figure 2 the heat of mixing is plotted against the mole
fraction which is the measure we use for the composition of the
solution it may also be thought of as the molecular fraction thus
when the mole fraction is 0.50505 the mixture has an equal number of
cyclohexane and acetonitrile molecules figure 3 illustrates the
mixing of egg shaped A molecules with spherical B molecules to
form a solution the mole fraction ofofblofbB is equal to n

2
the number

ofofblofbB molecules in the mixture divided by n n the total number
I1 21

of molecules
look again at the heat of mixing graph shown in figure 2 the

rounded heat of mixing curves obtained at 75 and 100c are as
expected for a system of this type but the flat region of the curve
at 50c requires some explanation and interpretation

we can understand what happens if we attempt to mix
cyclohexane and acetonitrile at room temperature they do not
dissolve in one another completely and separate into two liquid
phases we have measured the compositions of the two liquids as
a function of temperature and determined that the one on the bottom
is mostly acetonitrile and the one on top is mostly cyclohexane but
neither layer is a pure substance the top layer contains some
acetonitrile and the bottom layer some cyclohexane furthermore
the compositions of the layers vary with temperature the quanti-
tative description of the system is given in the diagram shown in
figure 4 in which solubility is plotted against temperature 4

the temperature is expressed in C on the right side of the
diagram also plotted on the left side is the kelvin K or absolute
temperature which is the one most commonly used by scientists
the kelvin and centigrade scales have the same size of temperature
increment but the kelvin scale is displaced by 273.1527315 units so that
the temperature becomes zero at absolute zero thus ice melts at
OT or 273.1527315 K liquid water boils at I1 OOC or 373.1537315 K and room
temperature is usually around 25c or 298.1529815 K

in figure 4 the solid curved line gives the solubility any
mixture with an overall composition and temperature that lies
inside the curve separates into the two liquid phases with compo
sitionssitione given by the lines on each side the dashed lines show that
at 50c the two phases have compositions of 001350.135135 and 0.8800880 mole
fraction cyclohexane notice that the solubilities increase and the
compositions of the two solutions approach each other with
increasing temperature at 745c the two phases become one
this highest point on the solubility curve is known as the critical
point above this temperature only one phase is present and the
liquids are miscible once this phase behavior is understood the
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heat of mixing curve is easy to explain at 75 and 100c we are
above the critical temperature complete mixing occurs over the
entire composition range and a normal heat of mixing curve is
obtained the nearly horizontal linear portion of the heat of mixing
curve at 50c results when complete mixing does not occur the
breaks in the curve points A and B occur at the solubility limits
the mole fractions corresponding to these breaks are 0.1350135 and
0.8800880 which are the same as the solubilities predicted from the
solubility curve

the effect we have just described is an example of liquid
liquid phase equilibrium that is two liquid phases are in equilib-
rium the graph of temperature versus solubility shown in figure 4
is an example of a binary liquid liquid phase diagram liquid

liquid equilibrium is only one of several kinds ofphase equilibria
that can occur the different types are summarized in figure 5 two
liquids are together in liquid liquid phase equilibrium as shown
in the first example solid solid phase equilibrium occurs at a
transition temperature where the two forms of the solid repre-
sented in figure 5 by prisms and cubes can exist together solid and
liquid forms of a substance are together at the melting point where
solid liquid phase equilibrium is established vapor and liquid

exist together when vapor liquid phase equilibrium is obtained
the equilibrium gas pressure is known as the vapor pressure the
boiling point is the temperature at which the vapor pressure equals
atmospheric pressure finally vapor solid phase equilibrium
occurs when solid and gas exist together the equilibrium gas
pressure is known as the sublimation pressure and the sublimation
point is the temperature at which the sublimation pressure equals
atmospheric pressure melting points boiling points sublimation
points and transition temperatures are invariant for a pure sub-
stance that is the temperature stays the same as long as both
phases are present and in equilibrium

when a second component is added to form a solution these
previously invariant temperatures change this is especially true of
the melting point and the boiling point and these are the effects we
want to describe in more detail we will now consider an example
of a binary or two component vapor liquid phase diagram to see
how the boiling point changes with composition and then describe
several solid liquid binary phase diagrams where we see how
the melting point changes when we add a second component

the vapor liquid phase equilibrium we will use as an
example involves mixtures of liquid nitrogen and liquid oxygen
we will make some boiling temperature measurements on this
system from which we will construct the phase diagram the
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temperature measuring device we will use is not one you would find
lying around the house or in the usual research laboratory for that
matter 5 the end of the temperature probe contains a coil of
platinum wire wound in such a way as to be free of mechanical
strains the electrical resistance of this strain free platinum resis-
tance thermometer changes with temperature and is the measure of
temperature this thennthermometerometer has been calibrated to be part of the
international practical temperature scale

the electrical resistance of the probe is measured with a
special high precision resistance meter the resistance reading of
the probe is sent to a computer through an IEEE bus the computer
traces this resistance reading on the monitor as a function of time
and also converts resistance to temperature and displays it at the top
of the monitor screen in K or C the temperature trace isis shown as
a yellow line on the screen full scale is one ohm of resistance or
10cloc and the trace repeats each time it goes off scale this
apparatus is very accurate very reproducible and very expensive
the thennthermometerometer probe itself costs almost three thousand dollars
and it would cost more than twentyfivetwenty five thousand dollars to
assemble the entire apparatus

we will use this thennthermometerometer to make some boiling point
measurements from which we can construct the vapor liquid
phase diagram for the oxygen nitrogen system the temperature
probe has been placed in a flask of boiling liquid nitrogen this
flask is made of glass and is transparent so that we can see what is
happening it has a double wall with a vacuum between the walls
to insulate the sample from the surroundings the sample is being
stirred with a magnetic stirrer to keep it at a uniformunifonunisonn temperature
the monitor shows that the boiling temperature of the liquid
nitrogen is constant at 76.267626 K or I119689c9689c and we store this value
in the computer if atmospheric pressure does not change the
temperature will hold at this value as long as both liquid and
gaseous nitrogen are present or until we add a second component
we also have a sample of liquid oxygen in a similar container it
boils at a constant but different temperature from the liquid nitro-
gen the thermometer is transferred to the liquid oxygen when
equilibrium is obtained the boiling temperature is found to be
89.008900 K this value is also stored in the computer

in a third container again made of glass and insulated with a
vacuum jacket we have liquid oxygen in an inner chamber sur-
rounded by boiling liquid nitrogen so that the oxygen is at the
boiling temperature of the nitrogen this inner container is gradu-
ated so that we can detenaetendeterminenine the amount of liquid present by
reading the oxygen level we see that we have 26 ml of liquid
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oxygen we now input this volume into the computer and add liquid
nitrogen to the inner container A magnetic stirring bar in the
bottom stirs the mixture the total volume is 51 ml and this number
is also stored in the computer

we now take the thermometer out of the liquid oxygen and put
it in the mixture we remove the liquid nitrogen from the jacket
surrounding the mixture and blow room temperature nitrogen gas
through this jacket the nitrogen gas warms the mixture and the
temperature increases very soon boiling will start at which time
the temperature will hold steady

from our measurement we see that the mixture boils at 80.308030
K this temperature will slowly change since boiling changes the
composition and we store this temperature in the computer as
quickly as possible the computer is programmed to plot the vapor

liquid phase diagram after we have input the three temperatures
and the two volumes we now instruct the computer to perform this
operation the three temperatures we have measured along with
the complete phase diagram are displayed on the screen and
show how boiling temperature changes with mole fraction this
diagram is reproduced in figure 6 we can use it to find the boiling
temperature of other mixtures for example air is 0.20020 mole
fraction oxygen the dashed line displayed in figure 6 at this
composition shows that liquid air would boil at 76.8768768 K

our apparatus is a crude one for measuring a vapor liquid
phase diagram at atmospheric pressure if we were going to
measure this phase diagram to obtain results suitable for publica-
tion in the scientific literature we would use a much more sophis-
ticated apparatus that would keep track of pressure temperature
and concentration more precisely and obtain boiling points over
the entire range of composition instead of at one point usually
vapor liquid phase diagrams are simple like the one we have

constructed we will now consider some solid liquid phase
diagrams that are more complicated and often more interesting

the first solid liquid phase diagram we want to consider
has water as one of the components to demonstrate the effect of
composition on the melting temperature our thermometer probe
has been placed in an insulated flask containing a mixture of ice and
liquid water when solid and liquid water are present together we
have solid liquid phase equilibrium ofa pure substance and the
temperature is fixed the value we obtain with our thermometer for
the melting point of water is OT or 273.1527315 K

let us take the ice liquid water mixture and add liquid
ethylene glycol to it by following the temperature trace on the
monitor we see that the temperature decreases as the ethylene
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glycol dissolves in the water until the freezing temperature of the
mixture is obtained

the ethylene glycol water system is of considerable
practical importance since ethylene glycol is the antifreeze added
to the water in the radiator of an automobile to keep the coolant in
the engine from freezing in the winter A number of years ago we
measured the freezing points of mixtures of ethylene glycol
water from which we constructed the solid liquid phase
diagram 6 an obvious question to ask is why did we bother to make
freezing point measurements on mixtures of ethylene glycol and
water this mixture was used as a radiator coolant long before we
arrived on the scene any bottle of antifreeze gives a table with
directions for preparing a mixture with a particular melting point
and such directions were available long before we made our
measurements

the answer to the question is that until we came along no one
made the correct measurements the phase diagram from which
the directions on an antifreeze bottle were prepared is shown in
figure 7 in this diagram melting temperature is plotted against
mole fraction of ethylene glycol point A in the upper left hand
comer is the melting temperature of pure ice and line AE shows
how this melting temperature decreases as we add ethylene glycol
point B in the upper right hand comer is the melting temperature of
ethylene glycol and line BE shows how its melting temperature
decreases as we add water thus if a liquid mixture of ethylene
glycol and water with a composition given by point u is cooled
along the vertical dashed line uv ice freezes from solution when
line AE is intersected this occurs at a temperature of approxi-
mately 34c on the other hand when a solution with composition
given by point w is cooled along the dashed line wxax ethylene glycol
crystallizes from solution at 46c where line BE is intersected the
two melting curves meet at point E which is known as the eutectic
point it represents the lowest temperature and composition at
which liquid can exist in this mixture A solution with the eutectic
composition would give the most effective antifreeze that could be
made from mixtures of ethylene glycol and water since it freezes
at the lowest possible temperature

this solid liquid phase diagram shown in figure 7 is a
simple eutectic binary phase diagram and it is an example of one
of the simplest and most common types that can occur the phase
diagram we obtained for ethylene glycol water is shown in
figure 8 and it is more complicated line AE is the melting line
for ice and be2beaBE is the melting line for ethylene glycol with E

I1
and

eae2E as eutectics A solid addition compound containing one
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ethylene glycol to one water molecule forms in the middle region
of the phase diagram addition compounds are called hydrates
when water is one of the components line EECEICE 2givesgives the melting
curve for this hydrate if a liquid solution at point y is cooled
along the dashed line yz solid hydrate forms when the freezing line
EICEelceECE2

is reached at least in theory this is true actually this
hydrate supercoolssupercools extensively and the mixture can be cooled
well below the melting temperature of the hydrate without solid
fonformingning usually the mixture supercoolssupercools so much that ice freezes
from solution when the dashed line EE which is an extension of

31

line AEaeh is reached this happens if the composition is less than
point eae3E solid ethylene glycol would form if the dashed line EEE3eae2
an extension of line BE is reached instead this occurs if the

2

solution has a composition richer in ethylene glycol than point E
3

equilibrium with phases that should not exist lines EE3
and

e3eebeEE2
in figure 8 is referred to as metastable phase equilibrium the

simple eutectic phase diagram reported by earlier workers is
actually the same as the one we would obtain if we omitted the
hydrate lines AE and BE in figure 7 and AEaeedaeeg

I1
E3andbandand BEBEEae2e3inainin figure

8 are the same freezing lines for water and ethylene glycol respec-
tively and point E in figure 7 and E

3
in figure 8 are the same

eutectic earlier investigators obtained an incorrect or at least
incomplete diagram because they were not able to obtain the
hydrate

over the past thirty years rex goates and I1 have studied and
reported in the literature approximately two hundred solid
liquid phase diagrams obtained from mixing components ranging
from simple elemental materials to considerably more complicated
organic molecules we have found many systems that form solid
addition compounds and it is interesting and important from a
chemical point of view to understand the nature of the molecular
interactions that cause these compounds to form examples are
shown in figures 9 and 10 they are the phase diagrams for
hexafluorobenzenefluorobenzenehexa benzene and titanium tetrachloride

anisole respectively 7 in both of these systems solid molecular
addition compounds form containing equal numbers of moles of
the components

an important clue from thermodynamics that helps us under-
stand the nature of the molecular interactions that cause the forma-
tion of the addition compounds is the heat effect for the process in
which the solid addition compound forms from the solid compo-
nents the reaction is

solid A solid B solid addition compound
AH
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where A and B are the components the heat absorbed or liberated
in this reaction is represented as AH and it very nearly equals the
energy change for the process it can be calculated from heats of
fusion and heats of mixing obtained from calorimetric measure-
ments but the calculation requires detailed thermodynamic data
and these data are usually not available fortunately we have
developed a method based on thermodynamic relationships for
calculating this heat change directly from the experimental melting
points most of the credit for the development of this process must
go to rex goates along with steven goates and juliana boerio
goates all members of our chemistry faculty 8

before applying this technique it is interesting to quote from
auguste comte whom many of you recognize as a nineteenth
century french philosopher and the founder of the social science
discipline of sociology

every attempt to employ mathematical methods in the study of
chemical questions must be considered profoundly irrational and
contrary to the spirit of chemistry if mathematical analysis
should ever hold a prominent place in chemistry an aberration
which is happily almost impossible it would occasion a rapid and
widespread degeneration of that science

any of the students who made it through my upper division course
in physical chemistry can testify that chemistry has changed
dramatically since the days of comte application of the mathe-
matics used in disciplines such as thermodynamics quantum
mechanics group theory and statistics now play an important part
in chemistry

to see how the results of the AH calculation help in under-
standing the molecular interaction that causes solid compound
foriformationnation we will return to the fluorobenzenehexafluorobenzenehexa benzene
phase diagram and describe the molecular arrangement that leads
to the formation of the solid addition compound

benzene and fluorobenzenehexafluorobenzenehexa consist of flat hexagonal
shaped molecules of almost equal size representations of their
structures are shown in figure 11 in each molecule the six carbon
atoms are in a hexagonal ring and each carbon atom is attached to
a hydrogen or fluorine atom depending on whether the molecule is
benzene or fluorobenzenehexafluorobenzenehexa in each instance the molecule is
flat with all the carbons and hydrogens or fluoridesfluorinesfluorines in the same
plane As shown in the top representations donutdomut shaped rings of
high electron density are present above and below the plane of the
molecule organic chemists usually use the more simplified repre-
sentations shown in the figure the circle inside the hexagon
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depicts the ring of high electronic charge As we saw earlier
hydrogen attached to carbon is often omitted from the structural
formula as shown in the very bottom representation for benzene

xrayX ray diffraction measurements have been made on the
fluorobenzenehexafluorobenzenehexa plus benzene solid addition compound to

determine its structure 9 this is a very difficult system to study by
this method and the results are not definitive but a good interpre-
tation is that the molecules mix in the solid to form alternate layers
of benzene and hexafluorobenzenefluorobenzenehexa with these alternate layers
rotated this arrangement is shown in figure 12 in a the benzene
molecules represented as hexagons are arranged in a flat layer in
b a fluorobenzenehexafluorobenzenehexa molecule represented by a darker hexa-

gon is placed on top of the benzene layer in a rotated position in
c a complete layer of fluorobenzenehexafluorobenzenehexa is in place on top of the

benzene layer
to build the crystal a third layer of benzene molecules is

added which is a repeat of the first layer followed by a fourth layer
of fluorobenzenehexafluorobenzenehexa which is a repeat of the second layer the
result of this stacking which continues both horizontally and
vertically is a solid containing equal amounts of the two compo-
nents which forms simply as a result of favorable packing no
strong energy of interaction is required to hold the molecules
together the energy calculation supports this conclusion the
reaction an example of the general reaction given earlier is

solid fluorobenzenehexafluorobenzeneHexa solid benzene
solid addition compound

for this reaction we calculate that AH 0.88088088 kjoulesmole which
is nearly zero 10 since AH nearly equals the change in energy there
is essentially no energy stabilization

chemical reactions such as this one for the formation of the
benzene fluorobenzenehexafluorobenzenehexa molecular addition compound are

often described as entropy driven the reasons for this description
are as follows the free energy change AG for any reaction is given
by the equation

AG AH TAS

where AH is the heat AS is the entropy change and T is the kelvin
temperature from thermodynamics we know that AG must be
negative for a reaction to take place in our process AH is nearly
zero and hence does not contribute significantly to AG but AS is
positive because entropy is a measure of the disorder in a system
and the mixing of the components in forming the addition com-
pound increases the disorder and hence the entropy since AS is
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positive AG is negative with AH equal to zero and the compound
forms

the formation of the titanium tetrachloride anisole solid
compound in the phase diagram shown in figure 10 results from a
much stronger interaction the structures of titanium tetrachloride
and anisole are shown in figure 13 titanium tetrachloride exists as
a tetrahedral molecule that is the titanium atom is at the center of
a four sided pyramid with the lorineschlorineschloridesch at the four comers the
anisole molecule contains a benzene ring attached to an oxygen that
in turn is attached to a carbon and three hydrogens electron pairs
on the oxygen which are not used in bonding within the molecule
are represented by dots they will turn out to be important as we
describe the interaction leading to the formation of the solid
addition compound

the fonformationnation of the titanium tetrachloride anisole solid
addition compound is interesting to observe both titanium tetra-
chloride and anisole are colorless liquids at room temperatureiftemperature if an
equal number of moles of titanium tetrachloride and anisole are
mixed a dark red solution forms that freezes to a dark red solid
which is the addition compound this solidification happens at
room temperature because we see from figure 10 that the addition
compound freezes at about 44c or 317 K which is above room
temperature

the formation of the titanium tetrachloride anisole solid
addition compound is explained as resulting from a lewis acid
base interaction as shown in figure 14 the tetrahedral titanium
tetrachloride molecule shown on the left is a lewis acid or electron
acceptor the molecule can accept a pair of electrons from a lewis
base or electron donor to form a complex in our case the oxygen
in the anisole also shown on the left in figure 14 has extra electron
pairs and is the lewis base when the compound forms the oxygen
shares a pair of electrons with the titanium to form a titanium
oxygen bond the structure shown on the right in figure 14
represents the addition compound it has the titanium at the center
of a trigonal bipyramid which is a six sided structure made by
putting two three sided pyramids base to base the four lorineschlorineschloridesch
and the oxygen from the anisole are bonded to the titanium at the
five comers of the bipyramid

in addition to the phase equilibria measurements we also
made xrayx ray crystallography and infrared spectral measurements on
the addition compound these measurements show that the
oxygen from the anisole is bonded directly to the titanium from the
titanium tetrachloride which is a necessary condition for our
explanation of the bonding to be acceptable the heat effect also
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supports this explanation lewis acid base interactions are strong
and we would expect a large lowering in energy and hence a large
negative AH the formation reaction for this system is as follows

solid titanium tetrachloride solid anisole
solid addition compound

the calculation of AH gives a value of 442744.274427 kjoulesmole 12 in
other words almost 45 kjouleskroules of heat are released when a mole of
this compound forms this is indeed a large heat effect and the
energy is lowered by almost this amount when the reaction occurs
reactions such as this one are described as energy driven again
the free energy change is given by

AG AH TAS

and for the reaction to occur AG must be less than zero since AH
is a large negative number AG will be negative unless AS the
entropy change is large and negative and this is very unlikely
most spontaneous chemical reactions are energy driven entropy
driven reactions in which AH is zero or positive such as the one
described earlier for the fonformationnation of the hexafluorobenzenefluorobenzenehexa
benzene solid addition compound are unusual

I1 hope I1 have given you a glimpse into the world of phase
equilibria let me assure you that many of the solid liquid phase
diagrams we have studied are not as simple as the ones described
here nature in her perverse way often likes to complicate things by
combining together in one phase diagram solid addition com-
pounds solid phase transitions metastable equilibrium solid solu-
tions and so on in such cases the construction of the phase
diagram becomes a real challenge we must separate all of the
melting points eutectics and metastable equilibria as well as other
features we havent discussed such as transition points and peritec
ticsbics to put together a coherent diagram that explains all of the
observations

As examples figures 15 and 16 show the solid liquid
phase diagrams we obtained for mixtures of the alkali metals
sodium potassium and NN dimethylformamide DMF

trichlorobromomethanetrichloro bromomethane cbrclcbrclgA respectively 13 in the sodium
potassium system a solid addition compound forms which
contains twice as many sodium atoms as potassium atoms this
compound melts incongruently that is by decomposition when
the addition compound is heated it decomposes at the temperature
given by line CD in figure 15 to a solid that is mostly sodium
composition given by point QC and a liquid with composition given

by point D which is known as the peritectic point we will not
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describe this interesting intermetallic compound which is known
as a laves phase details of its structuremcturest can be found in the
literature 14 solid solutions also occur in this system along lines AC
and BF

the DMF cbrclcbrclg3
system figure 16 is more complicated

an incongruently melting compound containing twice as many
moles of DMF as cbrcicarcicbrclg3

forms at F a congruently melting
compound containing an equal number of moles of the two compo-
nents forms at C and a solid phase transition in the cbrclcbrclg3

occurs
at D eutectics are present at E and eyE

2
and a peritectic occurs at F

my research director at berkeley many years ago was W F
giauque a nobel laureate in chemistry he once told me that it was
the unexpected that makes science exciting and that if things
always came out as predicted scientific research would not be
worth the effort each of the systems we have studied has been fun
and exciting constructing a solid liquid phase diagram is like
putting together a picture puzzle without having a picture on the
box to look at melting points are measured over the entire range of
composition along with eutectic and peritectic halts and solid
phase transitions each piece of data adds to the picture a picture
that is not complete until the final piece is in place

in one of my favorite wizard of id comic strips the king
asks why is it that this country honors its athletes while men of
science go virtually unnoticed the queen then answers did
you ever spend an evening with a man of science I1 am grateful to
those who have chosen to spend an evening with me
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NOTES

for a description of the calorimeter iduna see J B ott et al excess enthalpies for ethanol
waterwaterat298at 29815k15 K and pressures ofo45ofOof 0451045 10 and 15 mpa journalofchemicaljournal ofchemicalof Chemical thermodynamics 18

january 1986 1 12 for a description of other flow calorimeters see J J christensenchnstensenhH D johnston
and R M izatt an isothermal titration calorimeter review of ofscientificscientific instruments 39 september
1968 1356 59 J J christensen et al an isothermal titration microcalorimetermictoc&lonmetermicrocolorimeterMicrocalorimeter review of scientificofscientific
instruments 44 april 1973 481 84 J J christensen et al isothermal high pressure flow
calorimeter review of ofscientificscientific instruments 47 june 1976 730 34 J J christensen et al isother-
mal isobaricIsobanc elevated temperature high pressure flow calorimeter review of scientificofscientific instruments
52 august 1981 1226 3311 J J christensen and R M izatt an isothermal flow calorimeter designed
for high temperature high pressure operation thermochimicathermochimicaactaacta 73 february 1984 117 29 J J
christensen P R brown and R M izatt an isothermal flow calorimeterCalon meter for high temperature
aqueous solutions thermochimicaacta 99 march 1986 159 68

2jayajayay purdy and brianbrlan neely were the students who made the heat of mixing measurements on
cyclohexane acetonitrile and robert harrishams made the liquid liquid phase equilibria measurements
the paper describing the results isis J B ott etetalal excess enthalpies at 323153481532315348.15323 15348 15and373and 37315373.1515kandK and
liquid liquid equilibria for cyclohexane acetonitnleacetonitrile at 0.404040 4 and 15 mpa journal offhemicalof chemical

thermodynamics 20 september 1988 1079 87
ibid
ibid
the temperature measuring apparatus isis described inin J B ott et al solid liquid phase

equilibria inin acetonitrile tetrachloromethane trichloromethanechloromethaneTn tnchlorofluoromethanetrichlorofluoromethane and
ililii111 tnchlorotnfluoroethanetrichlorotrifluoroethane journal of chemical thermodynamicsthermodyamics 19 1987 177 84 brianbrlan
woodfield was the student who assembled the apparatus

whethe solid liquid phase diagram for the ethylene glycol water system isis reported inin J B
ottottaottjJ R goatesgoatesandjand J D lamb solid liquid phase equilibnaequilibria inin water ethylene glycol journal
of chemical thermodynamics 4 january 1972 123 26 john lamb the student who made the
measurements isis currently a professor of chemistry and director of research administration at brigham
young university

me formation of the fluorobenzenehexafluorobenzenehexa benzene addition compound isis described inin J R
goates J B ott and J reeder solid liquid phase equilibria and solid compound formation inin
hexafluorobenzenefluorobenzeneHexa benzene pyridinePyn dine furan and thiophen vouVoyjournalridria ofchemicalof chemical thermody-
namics 5 january 1973 135 41 joan reeder the student who made the measurements isis currently a
faculty member at eastern kentucky university the titanium tetrachloride anisole addition com-
pound isis described inin J R goates et al infrared and phase equilibria studies of intermolecular
compounds of titanium tetrachloride with several aromatic hydrocarbons and ethers journal of
physical chemistry 68 september 1964 2617 2211 nolan mangelson and reed jensen were the students
who performed the original experiments with titanium tetrachlondetetrachloride nolan isis currently a professor of
chemistry at BYU and reed jensen isis an associate director of the los alamos scientific laboratoriesLaboratones

summariesSummanes of the method for calculating AH for the formation of molecular addition
compounds from the components along with the results of this calculation for a number of systems are
given inin J R goates et al solid liquid phase equilibria for NN dimethylacetamidedimethyl acetamide tetrac-
hloromethane enthalpies of melting of pure components and enthalpies for formation of molecular
addition compounds from phase equilibria journal ofchemicalof chemical thermodynamics 19 january 1987
103 7 and S R goates et al thermodynamic stability of solid intermolecular compounds journal
odtheoftheof the chemical society faraday transactions 183 1987 1553 58

aj1jJ S W overelloverellandgand G S pawley an xrayX ray single crystal study of the molecular system

cf cd6cficdc acta crystallographiacrystallographicCrystallographia b38 15 july 1982 1966 72
10seesee J R goates et al solid liquid phase equilibria for NN dimethylacetamidedimethylacetamide tetrac-

hloromethane and S R goates et al thermodynamic stability
I1 seeseejleejJ R goates et al infrared and phase equilibria studies and R J jensen thermody-

namicsnamicsnamias of charge transfer complexes phdph D diss brigham young university 1965
see J R goates et al solid liquid phase equilibria for NN dimethylacetamide tetrac-

hloromethane and S R goates et al thermodynamic stability
11jJ B ott et al solid liquid phase equilibria inin the sodium potassium system transactions

of the faraday society 65 1969 2870 78 J R goates J B ott and D E oyler intermolecular
compound formation inin solutions of NN dimethylformamide with carbon tetrachloride and several
related substances transactions odtheoftheof the faraday society 62 1966 1511 18

seeee for example F laves factors governing crystal structure inin structure of metals
ad3d3dededed ed C S barrettbarren and T B massalski new york mcgraw hill 1966 12943129 43 other references
describing the structure of this compound are R L berry and G V raynor theme crystal chemistry of
the laves phase acta crystallographiccrystallographiaCrystallographia 6 1953 178 86 C S barrett and T B massalski ed
structure ofmetalsof metals cry crystallographicstallographicstaliostallographic methods principles and datadata3atdread3d ed rev new york pergamon
press 19802561980 256 59



remembering the stop by a lake

first the words behind which lies the scene
recorded wind that fills
the room water sand eroded hills
the disappearing screen
hanonharlonharion next the lens beside the shore
A stepping to the land that lives between
silver and bright air
childrens cries within the wind the car
and voices leading over waves and swells

now a second labor draws around
the child as words surround
and straiten fire that it may have no end
upon the textured land
wet sage and sunset the winds sound
the sea and all roads look to home where peach
leaves vibrate on the wind
the trill made flesh

kathryn R ashworth

kathryn R ashworth is a poet living in provoprom utah



the civil war poems

clinton F larson

to bry and ann nelson

picketts charge area looking west toward virginia mountain gettysburg pennsylvania
photograph from lane studios gettysburg pennsylvania

clinton F larson is a professor emeritus of english at brigham young university



A leaf
A benediction

A leaf may fall
alight and bum through eternal fall
soldier rise into eternal spring
the blue and deathless calm



my peace I1 give unto you
epigraph of the savior

all those who remember
the peregrinations of history
forget forget forget
only I1 may retain
the glory and the glory of pain



dayspring at fort sumter

the brisk morning of luminous bays reeds and lace in water
mysteries requisite in the slopes of evergreen inklings
of jetsam and plaitingsplantingsplaitings stainless and floating
you are there from the upper air of the windfall where
clouds cascade from the upper air into twilight
gray prince you shape the evanescence that whispers
its light above the dark ship and primes the shadow
veering from it into reeds and leaves of the sea
I1 move under leaves of the shore rustling
in the diamond and emerald mists to find the shiplinesheiplineshipline
halyard As if the bridgehead of darkness it stands
against the green of shadows sombre and stolid
the rapprochement of eternities solace of waves
beyond in bays of winds where sails rise from the lines
of the horizon shielding the distances and the brooding
sound paradise of seas shining the liturgy
of your devotion around the peninsulas of twilight
our mortality



apocalypse

I1 disclose the windward darkness
in the phosphor of a glimmering
the word pales and bums aerating
heat that folds and trembles
like silk against a spire of wind
it spreads wavering
and through it the image stirs
tropical and warming
hyacinth and the lustre of tamarisk
against the flowerless grey



the turning point
general stonewall jackson

at chancellorsville

strange skirmishes into virginia secession
the cause the potomac the watery border
and the south a strange land another order
and stonewall moving like mist or recession

clouding vision querulous waiting like the hint
of probability poised somewhere in a dark glen
his black stallion rustling leaves where the wren
barely sings quieted A burnished sabresfabres glint

or wink of firefly burned the morning mist
into small fires of sun across a quiet field
open to the day who riding there must wield
unrestrained the gloved and practiced fist

the quiet sunlit paths around the mainsalientmainmaln salient
traveled as if by wraithswraithy of butternut and gray
or by what dim soldiery early dawn might play
brightly over pastel but brighter over the alien

blue array stonewall coursed near the ground
of war forested vales and meadows his campaign
gathering waiting then instinct like champagne
gleamed heady and clear now and the sound

of drums and cavalry began before the driving
noon of light it could not last swift firelight
sweeping in some erring fusillade could slight
all but the countermeasure and his striving

so he lay his spirit grazed by the thought of trying
and even the admissible gray throngs must stop
and inquire what was he glittering new what fought
war was that he helped to end the end his dying



shenandoah

the blue ridge remains as dark as evening
in the afterglow the gray line vanishes
north into pallor where mist vanquishes
the memory of antietam creek the leavening
of history is like a drift of snow ravening
light that must remain to shine who languishes
in a creek aglow reddening as his wishes
calm themselves into tears convening
blood ardent across the sodden wool
of his bivouac is crumpled still unresponding
to the heaving twist of reaching down into the pooling
rill where his feet remain generalissimo full
of salientssalientes of secession coordinate
the sweep and thrust of columns as inebriate
with advantage you seek out gettysburg



general robert E lee equestrian statue c 1917 gettysburg pennsylvania misthisnis statue was erected near
the site where general lee met the returning veterans ofPicketts charge photograph courtesy gettysburg
national military park national park service



the battle of gettysburg

generalleeGENERALGENERALLEELEE

commander of the army of northern virginia
GENERAL MEADE
commander of the army of the potomac
GENERAL longstreet
southern commander under general lee
GENERAL PICKETT

leader of the assault on cemetery hill

lee soldiers of the south jackson rests in paradise
let your voices rise like the crest of our victory

A general shout

meade in darkness general lee general robert E lee
lee who speaks

meade A voice from across the fields
it is the third of july

lee who is it

meade the sinew the resolution of the north

lee who

meade meade of the army of the potomac

lee then I1 am hearing things most easily
you stand on cemetery hill a horizon from here

meade you know it is I1 general lee we have dealt
war across the board of destiny until
we are as familiar as friends I1 have felt
your demeanor in your cavalry and in the thrusts
of your infantry

lee gallantly the first and second of july
general meade I1 am womworn like the mask of death
but I1 shall say though your voice is the voice
of death that I1 am at your service sir whatever
this day may bring but sir you know
that I1 have come here with 75000 men in grey



meade and you know sir that I1 have appointed general
custer

to guard my flank which you have very nearly turned

lee so we speak from the order of our conscience
of war you who from across the ridges
speak with your guttural cannon waiting
for the wheeling maneuvers of cavalry that daybreak

brings

meade we speak out of your voiceless consciences
that have brought us to this day

lee so be it
if it will bring us more closely to the issues

meade general lee you have your preparations
and I1 have mine each contriving his strength
from the zeal of his cause we shall speak again

lee no doubt of it though what we have said makes me
the more somber

meade because of knowledge I1 have given you

lee no for I1 have seen that you have but a simple recourse
here as simple as mine is complicated
you have only to defend

meade yes my strategy is as simple
As my cause forgive me

lee by your leave sir
forgive me my generals of the confederacy wait
be ready for us today

meade the fields before us
are as bright as the hour what time is it

lee ten I1 think ten
he turns general longstreet

may I1 see you sir where are you

longstreet general lee
here at your side

lee do you have the time

longstreet ten thirty sir

lee and where is general jackson



longstreet do not taunt me general

lee but where is he

longstreet at chancellorsville you know at
chancellorsville

lee the whip of my right arm is dead at chancellorsville
he cannot come what is my armann without him

longstreet ask me general what is your command
for the army of northern virginia

lee not the surprise
of the unions iron brigade in the underbrush

longstreet we have word that general reynolds of the
north is dead

lee and so have 1I and who is to replace him
they improve in death and stonewall died
like the opportunity of complete victory
and there are none to replace him not with his zest
for routing the black brigades of the north

longstreet sir give me your order jackson cannot ride back
from the grave

lee am I1 given over to your indecision
stonewall acted

longstreet in the name of our cause general
what do you want of me I1 am longstreet
the scholar of your campaigns there is nothing
I1 would not do for the south

lee then why was it
not done yesterday or the day before

longstreet yesterday
and the day before lie strewn before cemetery hill

lee and that is our horror that we do not break their
lines

somehow it does not happen

longstreet let us begin
the cannonadingcannonading at noon directly into the center
of their line and so break them that our infantry
may walk through them and north of washington



lee so we have determined and so I1 hear my plan
from a schoolboy at my own feet longstreet
I1 beg of you let me see the touch of my stonewall
in you and an interest only in the report of victory
this is what I1 want this is what I1 want
meade meade you cannot know where we will

strike
but you feel our presence slowly if we could only

strike
before you know the least of our intention then

then

longstreet general what is your command

lee must I1 think for you
longstreet ride into their center on cemetery hill
we have tried the right and left so they will not expect
the logic of the center the maneuver that divorces

them
from their will to continue

longstreet many of our command
are lost or dead

lee you avoid the presence
of my command listless and waiting the center
Is your place why now do you divert the air of my

command

longstreet sir it is only that our young have died right and left
before the hill that rests before us as sure as night

lee they died as reynolds died under the banners of their
glory

what can we say more than that that we shall win
this day and make their glory sure

longstreet we cannot say

lee but we must try here at gettysburg the work
of our thrust from sumter years ago

longstreet hood did not turn
their flank only yesterday and our effort was forlorn
warren of the north the spirit of defense his dress

sword
dangles blood on our right the line is stabilized
sedgwick and the sixth corps settle there and wait



lee why do you dally over the attrition we knew would
come

only at agincourtdagincourtAgincourt in france was the victory consum-
mate

the only time in history when the battle went perfectly
according to design but if we do not act
impotence will be the habit of our mind and then
we shall retire from here in blood hapless and wan-

dering

longstreet last night greggs cavalry rose up like apparitions
grisly with the memory of battle and we could not

take
the western peak what is the aspect of their terror that

turns
our resolution into the mist of memory

lee take the center

longstreet shall I1 begin when shall I1 begin will pickett go

lee though stuart sleeps in a despair of weariness
he is as resolute as you are questioning yes pickett
Is the corps delited61ite he will go and I1 pray for your

support

longstreet and so it is committed the virginia division

lee longstreet those troops on the hill facing us
have fought the flooding weariness of marching here
and cannot stay the cannon and the waves of grey
that we shall serve them in a little space their wings
are staunchly turned though they have held and I1

know
meade has furnished them support from his center

line
that I1 have said will fail today pickett will have them
on his blade and victory then peace will be upon
my decision thatthat I1 chose the command of virginia
rather than the corporal aegis of the north

longstreet sir their artillery rests behind the stone in the center
I1 doubt

lee what forges doubt but dissolution
you have known the gentility we follow in the south
the graceful years of ambiance and charm
I1 dream of it



longstreet but this is meade whose factory
Is war undreaming war the cannon there

lee attack

longstreet I1 give you this the meadows dream
dotted with our dead my voice is the voice
of muskets cracking virulence into wounds

lee the sun rises to zenith attack where is pickett
tell him

pickett approaching general lee general longstreet
my division of virginia is ready for the field we see

lee you divine my reasoning general you see
longstreet
that pickett is my general jackson now

longstreet this is not
the device of strategy but frontal war what do

cannon
know of gallantry

lee turning away general pickett general longstreet
will tell you what to do

pickett general longstreet

longstreet my commander tells me where the victory lies
in the center where the cannon are avoid them as you

can
but lead your men across that space inured with

visions
of the real the meadows flicker the appalling bright-

ness
of time forgotten an injunction that holds us hard

against
the part that we lose in the confederate grace
of richmond

pickett general

longstreet this is all we know
and so perhaps deserve attack

meade distantly your horses toil uselessly
arranging your cannon in the silence of an error
avoid me now hancock rules the center with his

infantry



pickett who is that
longstreet the voice of deception attack perhaps

deception of course deception would meade seem
exactly as he is no that cannot be but if it were

pickett general

longstreet attack he is the deceptorreceptordeceptor lee is right
I1 am swept by him into the vast design that cannot fail
and yet romance the south of porticos and the

summer
of fields in flower but it is not real to save it
go attack and save what never was for this is real
that we can be of use and die

the sound of many cannon firing

pickett forward

the order repeated by junior officers seems to echo
in the distance he leaves

voice in the distance see you in washington

there is a roll of drums then the sound of thousands
marching in the distance the music of dixie
begins

lee turning to longstreet there they go the flower
of the confederacy jubilant as the sun ah their

glory
see them longstreet there is pickett his auburn
demeanor ahead of them the center of meades line
the militia he has found will sag and collapse
before those grey lines that march so quietly there

meade not militia black hancock and the second corps

lee what longstreet what did you say

longstreelongstreett it was not I1

meade it was I1 meade of the north again I1 see the waves
of grey begin do not come

lee general meade they come
the honor of the south in their banners

meade aside hancock
take your position you are the pawn of my might
my resolution to hold



lee hold your center is weak

meade no my mettle is there the terror of the black legions
of freedom but the waves of grey begin
we will not rout again mannassa is a memory

lee you have no cannon and who can stand
against the hurrah and call of those grey lines
that carry with them the honor of richmond

meade my cannon are here the rows of them cooling
from their first assault

lee what

meade colonel lee
who stood at harpers ferry I1 am not the wish
or sleight of your strategy your desire is glory
but only desire you have wished for a victory
that cannot be whatever your valor you are the

cavalier
I1 the watchman of the pain I1 deal I1 cannot fail
in pennsylvania there is no cushion here against the

will
of god that holds for liberty

lee we must be free

meade free
only under the agreement to be free with us
I1 am your brother of the government of the united

states
let the bugle sound and call them back

lee I1 cannot
we must try the strength of such duplicity honor

meade we must find in that the darker scene of graves against
the wall

where resolution ends stop them they are of our
virginia

where washington and jefferson kept the union as a
dream

lee are we a dream of failure I1 am the decision of my
loyalty

the lights go down on lee and longstreet and come
up on meade



meade valor wings grey
in the sky and the span of knowing
the black ascent of time crowds like a claw
and tears in me
splendor and terror strive shine with the midday
clarion and the far roll of drums
the grey lines wave before the field
and skeletal grain then march and rise to me
my cannon their shore of sound
blind with wrath jehovah stands in me and feels them

come
trembling in the immanence of their charge
line on line they come like the fallen cohorts of

heaven
they offer themselves on the field nearer
steady as their cause

there is a burst of cannonadingcanno nading

the cannon twist and cross
their lines like fingers of an automatic hand
but in the fright of death I1 deal paralysis
like snow on still and vacant fields

where in the source of my fear will I1 find
the mortal command
where in the orders of god will I1 find
the gash of faces open with the white hysteria
that I1 must make
bright as the banner we followed here
we faltering find war a myth of souring mouths
declaiming here and there the valor of dust
for this is real real as any wild dream
and taut as I1 am they come on and on
rising to our ridge

my arm signals

then falls

there is a great burst of cannonadingcanno nading and a sound like
the ripping of paper

numb in its sleeve from the wish
to hold the fire that rides
their broken line and blows them airily in mounds
of iron cloth and bone



the anguished cries of the dying

the gusts of smoke
hush their dying cries for peace
but ever in my living grave
I1 rend the clods of flesh that bury me

lee in the darkness
armistead is breaking your center

meade and I1 have ordered
the counterattack halls new englanders wheel

and charge
the crest shudders and falls armistead is dead

lee armistead longstreet his position swarms
with the hunched infantry of the north you were

right
in the cold measure of their strength
this is a strength I1 cannot know meade
it is not in you the fury of hell is in them
out of a tall righteousness I1 cannot fathom
theytakethey take us down and down and our banners fall

meade no it is not in me but in the commander
that broods in washington who was bom in illinois
he is the arm of iron sinew around whom
we bustle officious for his will that does not falter
lincoln lincoln who makes our day but he

lee lincoln I1 never knew him I1 am sorryesorryjsorry
I1 never knew him he eludes maneuver
and defeat and moulders our destiny

meade the army of northern virginia returns to you
A tatter of the regiments that came to us
you are shornshom of the purpose of rebellion
look now upon the dreams of terror
in your soldiers eyes who came against the cliff
of lincolnsLincolns rectitude

lee lincoln my soldiers of the south
the fault is in me kemper has fallen and gamettgarnett
custer rides with fury against our testament
and we are torntom from front and flankranknank
lincoln I1 am your device at last the strategy
of god the fault is in me the pride
for coming here to gettysburg
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general meade of gettysburg

why am I1 the armysardys command and here the field
trespasses into the sky and trees in the railing
light move as if shaken from below the tides
of armament rise along a perimeter lincoln
of official washington sets my will to stay
and field the revulsion of calm A bugle cries
the solemnity of charge and tight stars of rank
revive my bearing into a rod of the minds alignment
look brevet custer wheels left against a hill
stannard levels his cannon hancock braces
in a chamber of trees fires of light intercede
driving through smoke in the cleft of a devils den
A rift appears rows and rows of carolingiansCarolingians
pitch and fall graciously to smolder in halls
of lesser vision soldiery march sunlit and drawn
As in a sketch for a daguerreotype in the seethe
of a thundercloud gathering heat and rolling
the mounted slip askew failing from sabresfabres
that rise and sparkle where underlings thresh
and wind in unison the grille of white smoke
keeps aperturesaperturedapertures of fire that reverberate
the sounds of powdering why am I1 here in turn
A way of being in command in avenues of holiness
fevering into decisions to hold here and there
along the line christianly I1 yield myself
near the rock of an angle caisson in the rustling field
and the canister that puffs away emblazoningblazoningem
the shadows of my humility before the prince
of generals on his white mount pointing here
I1 stay I1 pitch and hold against his command
I1 stay because the field is gettysburg in the ring
and cavalry of lincolnsLincolns wish gripped as reins
are gripped and steadied I1 am the horseman with a scythe
that holds the dead that become the dead I1 touch
in my marrow in the dials of silence and in flares
that steal into the dark of my eyes I1 worship
the leaping crown fire as it draws my soldiery
to mass and hold in lincolnsLincolns vivid resolution
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battlefield

A nick of tone in silence that broods like perfume
of honeysuckle then rippling and arpeggios at random
in the loft of trees summer is a tropic
of suffusionsfusionssuf and melody endless song and singing
rendering presences of history that are fallen
at gettysburg and verdun what songs are sympathy
or solace for the once disquieted all flickering
or edging of sound fulfills the day and says
hush now ease is here over hillock where you strew

insignia having held your uniform where they were pinned
mercilessly enjoined by canister birdcall
in an orchard plaint rising through sun
and the grass glitters dew lines of infantry
moved through the radiance of noon where puffing loam
was fertile year upon year where farmer kept his sons
As agents for a fantasy desire kept them low
As laden boughs but the fusillade arrived
from hill and rock slight at first then singing
quietly quietly now



general lee after gettysburg

all away south to the potomac soldiers slip
the energy that keeps a light across their faces
they fall in distances at the very places
they put behind them in our invasion of the pale
north others have failed as they in the grey shale
of commitment but this claret with bright traces
stippling dust dulls to iron will soon rail
in a sentiment of oratory but will not prevail
behind them in the dark forgotten spaces
of our passing inveighingInveighinveiglinging against my spate
of sudden pride I1 said that the fault was mine
for loosing tens of thousands against a hill
now along the way to the wilderness a rill
bequeathsbequeathes itself it is blue from air it is thine
0 sepulchre it becomes us all richmond far awayamay
Is a resting place and glory is a brilliant cay
within the silver air



general robert E lee

sunset is a lake an evening silk
that slips and darkens issuing
away and calming dawns talc
of morning is dusk the memory
fingers may touch a nearby fold
As if to gather gather softly
and raise it into sun cold
against the deeper shades west
and down ah suns lake
Is slowly flowing and in it
an emberlingemberingembering as if volcanos break
horizons in a languor of the sun
last lights burnish steel
of leaves as if a slowing
river folding into an inlet
where willows stir the air
though they are brittle and bare
like armsanns I1 have seen imploring



lincoln on the battle of gettysburg
what will the people say

the duel begins the distant cannon shout
across the way in the flummery and rout
of birds along a ditch skirmishers scout

the sun for angles A repository of the lord
of hosts is taken is the field it is noon
and noon approaches high and visceral toward

the eagle that trespasses dark and heavenward
to waver like an aegis the vast room
of day contains the space for the sudden shard

or michael of the testament now the low tomb
of time is ready for the sacrifice where must strive
the ecstasies of rippling flame across the loom

of an agate saracen is a battle ready as a scythe
to sweep and fell 0 solemn grain leaves tremble
As the cannon do milling where the sky is alive

with angels descending they evolve and assemble
visions for a resurrection they are as seconds
for a time as ministers of nigre resemble

them where bright talons show one counts
the seconds now picketts line arises stiff
with cold in a fold of prayer one mounts

A horse as an officer and now in a hollow rift
of smoke he signals time and a general prompts
his underling to chant a charge when and if

he inclines to die A soldier as he haunts
the past like a boy at play has fallen across
his rifle but staggers up chastenedchasteneychastened by the taunts

of others steadier than he where is his loss
of manhood as he sees a clump of trees
across the way his manhood is the dross



of canister there ahead in the very frieze
that statuary must commend A century will dismay
his hope as he pitches forward down in the lees

of his own blood soldiers breathe and walk to play
with the imagery they stare to see what can they do
but fumble through ferocity to find and stay

A moment for theirbreathingtheir breathing one who drew
A bayonet falls towards it another holds a crest
and twists to follow an impulse that flew

against him as a shell at whose behest
Is this a strewn bequest of parts a routing
and a carpentry that fragile chest

Is hollow the rest is for the touting
of some valkyrie horses fail as soldiers do
and tossing in some regimen doubting
the upright world flail in the abject rue

of pain and bleat a sacrament of hissing
over those who slumpingclumpingslumping under blue
from asphyxiation die stannard pressing

choices orders canister at a rod in lieu
of accuracy some turning over and confessing
A variety of sins consider and then renew

their vows to watch the silent sky the high point
comes passes by and virginia will anoint
them coming somehow home who will appoint

the rows of boxes for a convocation pray
what rests inside what will the people say
north or south their very thoughts will stray

into a turpitude that this should happen away
away from home unsanctified as pain
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the field of gettysburg

like music softening into silence sunset
dims into pastels and then into coloratura
of grey and from the dark mild bravura
of sills and tinges still paling kismet
the halos of midnight elision failing
the quiet dark ah sleep the very field
of sleep is strewn with soldiery who yield
pungency of flame that rose from railing
cannon on line in a glade somewhere hidden
now hidden more they are still as if tired
As are they who writhe and yield bidden
to consider restraint of purpose now mired
in loam that reddens darkly the dimming sky
A chamber for those who pass or are passing by



near appomattox april 1865

1I

general robert E lee

the gait of my horse though I1 keep it slow
with a hand of restraint is the only sound
of my secrecy philip sheridan must round
my excursions to right and left with the flow
of cavalry leaves and branches tremble low
in the pastel of sun as I1 rein beside a wand
of red and gray the day settles as if fond
of whispering the call of skirmishers or foe
so very near I1 pass not knowing whether
death is the wanlightfanlightwanlight where field and town
await the honor that slips like a feather
before it hovers down I1 stop near a tree
to gather my immediate staff but before me
an array appears cavalry brandishing the light
of steel but still and then as my columns move
it parts to show the infantry behind to prove
the mind of surrender and its termsterins



11II

general philip sheridan

pommel and whip in hand I1 ride the field
for the edge or margin to turn or nip with sting
of shot or sabre the confederate will for war
in against robert E lees army is ally
to nick its length it writhes hunchingbunchinghunching feebly
paling even from grey and where skirmishers
were ghosts of the brigades of chancellorsville
glint in the sunlight and faintly disappear
the verifiable cordonscordonacordons or ranks remain
easing along aware of my continuum
I1 watch from a glen then suddenly forward
I1 cross his column and wait with an iron
brigade at my rear I1 stiffen and exult
to see lees guard approaching lost
only to see me hesitate cleave my line
and gather it at the flanks of infantry
his guard slows and then his center amazed
offers the white banner waving the dead
will of valor before us richmond gone
petersburg the wilderness and gettysburg
long ago the angles of the triangle the glen
the ridge the field are gone and the pitched
fire I1 see is halation of water and luciferin
aloft and momently vanishing as if a remnant
only here as memory to reconstruct a cause
that failed before it began to pique my curiosity



terms of sunSufsurrenderfendernender 1865

are these later than they should have been
in war like love I1 cast the regiments ahead
invoking the skieysdiey field of light instead
of the issues of maneuver before the fen
we had to cross what angles in the ken
of brilliance did I1 fail to see the dead
bestir themselves as lost decay they were bred
into darkness and I1 cannot sense the when
and where advantage was I1 shift the anatomy
of strategy like a coin but it opens to olios
of cause desertion prurience and folios
of terms this is edema not metonymy
our purpose feigns itself and struts in a uniform
A paper stuns me I1 sign where it is warm



the spirit of robert E lee
after appomattox

I1 once held gettysburg where stones are the soldiery
of silence as they survey the field for a fiery test
of honor and I1 still know it though I1 keep the rest
of meadows in sunlight lazing north and south in the witchery
of wives whose command is milk that white treachery
that is their goodness of cream and golden honey lest
it be thought a deprivation in canaan west
of what I1 see is the forest that like a wave of stitchery
across a lap smooths green and yellow to a peak
of darkest evening now I1 vacillate as my experience
becomes a history the overlay of war is expedience
of duty but it is the primal justice of what I1 seek
it came along through maneuver as dramatic play
the meadow is better if I1 know the substance of the day
that history brought me to and surrender



conohooao



the rebel cause

moss in the bayou
the air still as a web
vines hanging like caught
sound the evening still
beyond recollection
still as a boat unwavering
in water now the ghost of jackson
maneuvers for the vision of the field
the wilderness
whether the prince of generals
seeks the intrigue of the blue deployment
or marshals the wizardry of moths
or fireflies one cannot tell
the greater visor of sunset lowers
and the eye of twilight glimmers
in an old intelligence
lee before the sallow draw
hill in the dusk of trees
early before the wheeling cavalry
longstreet in the invidious orchard
they limp in the march from the shenandoah
gazing at the apparitions of the north
against hill or rock
or in the empty towns of pennsylvania
the lustre of conquest remandsdemands the vision
As if to some accountancy
those halt and lame who press their hand invisibly
where shot entered look for the expedient hush
of forgetfulness where in the leagues beyond war
rest is a commodity to be cherished like the puff
of a rifle at the brow of a hill briefly seen
or the sky that tosses and turns from the dart of fire
or the irruption numbing chest and arms darkness
we cannot see the twilight deepens there and there
what are the political issues translated
into a bloody angle at sharpsburgSharpsburg



or into the mind before richmond
the damp settles over brow and arm
and we are laid to rest in dreams
that possess the century as it wavers away
stillness
the war cry of the owl
the red glimmer of the firefly
the maneuvering of the fox
and we remand these heroics
to the public mind in perpetuity
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gravesendGravesend

A vagrant patch of lichens etches
A gravestone where a cursive name
weathers away nothings the same

where memorysmemorys credence hardly fetches

feeling for a quiet rest in peace
the names illegible A register inside
the chapel contains pages that abide

in dust where a golden glowing fleece

of identity was thrown that it might lift
into wind and light no one remembers
even the age as one casually dismembersmembersdis

messias in the ranging censure and rift

of his mind flares of history illumine
tares of the vindictive repining
that grew abundantly in his vining

continuous will where a dimming lumen

wanders over surfaces and flickers out
what can remain beyond the cause
of a stay against time as we pause

to wonder why we apparently flout

someone whose headstone is awry
whose presence is the very sheen
of photogenesisprotogenesisphotogenesis in brown or green

becoming dust the azure sky
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war historian

no one can muster the record of war except
in the flourish of the word by whom word is given
see the battle flag in a case it lifts riven
in the furious devastation of fire here kept
for canister wavering and we see it yclept
in tattered terms as guidon for leaven
in the mana of memory startling a haven
of glory the standard will redeem it slept
the long years of repose but an art will retain
the force of the field of relativity as surplice
of eternal dedication responding years splice
the years again exquisitely in place chamberlain
stands on little round top with his regiment and holds it
designs for such years are not improvident
they are on the wheel of galaxies when time is bent
in space extending round and round the integer
quickly its glimmering in the claret tanager
here take the bayonet as longstreetslongstreethLongstreets men caught
rising against your barricade nearly evident
surprise you very near A stare as in a sacrifice
reminds you of calvary accept it as the price
god paid to fail before you slumpingclumpingslumping anent
the ultimate you cannot say what must happen
in this atonement will not happen soon to dampen
A blade in claret which is the now suffice
god to say rendering history as salvation
and time in history glimmers like a station
on the way to the immortal cause of gettysburg



A memorial to
ulysses S grant

the bright rail and down the field another
twisted into the candor of an acrobat askew
were the rails of his supply A solemn clue
A relic of a battle graces some mother
church of pines nearby flickering at still
and windrow revenantssevenantsrevenants proclaim the rue
of substance the green of war and strew
the rain of vicksburg into the muddy rill
that whispers to the river the soft trill
of a birdcall is a sanctity like a wavering
at end of day the general falters savoring
his breath and slips against a barricade
breathless now the maneuvers that dreamed
on maps soften into mist as if they were braid
and epaulets what is that funereal box
they put him in this odd soul who locks
the memory in will brace at dawn again
and strap the webbing on that holds steel
of will serried in his countenance he must feel
the sun of war across the line again in fen
or field against the restless charge when
daylight is the darkest dayspring sunning him



sacrifice of the innocents

the disciples murmur in the conference rooms
and pass beyond the end of argument
beyond the stainless steel facades resumes

the day of the cormorant who glides his height
dazzling in the sun like the word that is gone
everything had been said all else is sleight

or rhetoric for he is dead and is raised
only to his catafalque the generations
follow in the clear air the whispering

wings all else is the dying resolution
of the state the march from the cityscites square
into the geometric streets the green convolution

of the final mind abroad the race
awakens the light of the streets wanders
with the day the professional face

Is a mask aware of the darkened reaches
of death the word plays while they wheel
in the sinking fire of doctrine that teaches

awe before the rounded stone they lift their shields
the catafalque enters the square in the shadow
of wings and the blue lady of the white fields

descends from the dim pavilions of lore
murmuring of lost law and the black land
fire erupts from her fingers before

the long column she touches the bier
and dissolves in light utterly pale
they cry archangel we ask thee peer

into the chapels where we spoke
for we felt the eruption of light
and now await his stroke

these children press near touching the sheathing
flag and rise flamedenflamedinflameden in a sheet
of sky the day widens there wreathing

and turning in light



sepulchre

in that quiet room where years elapse
the sun dwells through curtains molten

yellow at three as a sparrow taps
at the window and at evening golden

shadows transpire in that room quiet
and ensepulchredunsepulchred apart from reaches

beyond the door where a glimmering diet
of mayfliesmayflies teems over snowy beaches

that receive the sea shoreward swirling
to greenery and calm and beyond

they swarm down into shallows pearling
waters with gloss where they dawned

with sun at morning like a mist
or winds dust on a dusky hill

such light debris within the lists
of day where they turned against a mill

of leaves shattering and intervening
into dust and twinkling in that room

beyond the sea a shade is keening
As memory dies in the silvering tomb

of day



twinkling sun

the twilight assails the depths of evening
turns grey into darkness to fail
the jasmine and the rise of the pale
stars in their magic and their nonchalance
how may I1 read them in this dale
of leaves as in sorrow I1 glance
at them but see your face though unavailing
away and as I1 see you now beside the railing
you ease against uranus rises like a harvest
moon near a nearby crescent to invest
our sorrow as with our world we mist away



the leaf A benediction

A leaf may fall across the light
tip and rock as a vision might
in a bay and dipping like a sprite
find my outstretched hand white

in the sun it was green transpiring
into gold it came from transcending
blue the regency of sky desiring
fall and heaps of flame wending

far up to abeles of cloud and light
that slowly stray into afternoon
it is a dream that one should plight
As a science of the skieysdiey rune

of superscription one leaf must fall
alight and bum through eternal fall

to gain a credibility in it
settle low into a palm
one leaf is of word and will
and seeks a blue and deathless calm



book reviews

LARRY C PORTER and SUSAN EASTON BLACK eds
the prophet joseph smith essays on the life and mission of
joseph smith salt lake city deseretdeseretbookbook co 1988 viii 359 ppap
179517.951795

reviewed by danel W bachman institute curriculum writer LDS church
educational system and kenneth W godfrey utah north area director of the
LDS church education system

in the preface to their volume editors larry C porter and
susan easton black note the serious dichotomy between faith and
scholarship in many of the books about the life and mission of
joseph smith they also remind us that most of these texts simply
rewrite known facts while ignoring well documented new

discoveries viii apparently then this book is intended to
present new discoveries and at the same time expand faith this
approach appealed to us and a review of the contributors to the
volume heightened our expectations with a small handful of
notable exceptions it would be hard to gather a more seasoned
collection of faithful latter day saint scholars on the life of joseph
smith and early church history they have paid their research dues
and mostrhost have made significant if not major contributions to the
churchschurche growing historiography all have demonstrated their
faith in both joseph smith and the church he restored

at least a third of the essays in the volume met our high
expectations dean C jessesjesseesJessees examination of joseph smith
and the beginnings of mormon record keeping is one of the
books best having access to materials unavailable to other histo-
rians he not only provides the reader with new information but with
new interpretations as well the publication of the first written
account of the restoration of the priesthood taken from the joseph
smith sr patriarchal blessing recorded by oliver cowdery alone
makes the book worthwhile jessee in reviewing the prophets
commitment to record keeping displays the reason why historians
today have such an abundance of source material with which to
work
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larry porters essay documents the accomplishments of
missionaries proselyting with the book of mormon before the
organization of the church while most of these details have been
known to scholars it is nice to have obvious but hitherto neglected
material organized and discussed another fine article is william
F hartlesshartleysHartleys examination of the restoration of the priesthood like
jessee hartley presents new information that successfully answers
the arguments advanced by critics who declare that the coming of
peter james and john was neither known nor talked about in
church circles until 1835 hartlesshartleysHartleys essay is not as thorough
or comprehensive as the hundred page unpublished study by
ronald barney but it is both substantive and significant hartlesshartleysHartleys
explanation of why some early historical accounts say the church
was organized first in manchester then in fayette and then in
ColesColesvillevillel seems to be both accurate and persuasive

another exceptional chapter is ronald K esplinsesplingEsp lins discussion
of the gradual development of josephs perception of his mission
esplin helps us to see a mature prophet secure in his calling
working against a divine timetable rapidly approaching its final
hour his conclusion that josephs martyrdom was timely and
came only after he had finished his mission and business 282
harmonizes with richard L andersons views though esplin does
not cite anderson 2

we are once more indebted to robert J matthews for a fine
essay on the joseph smith translation using four examples
matthews illustrates that the process of translation was revela-
tory in nature and offers this gem of an insight

it is a cause for rejoicing that these great truths were made known
to the prophet not through language and ancient manuscripts as only
a few of the learned might be privileged to leamlearn them but rather
through the spirit of revelation which every faithful saint may
possess 184

although matthews has written so often and for so long and so well
on the JST we would venture to suggest yet another avenue of
investigation that would bless the church with his great knowl-
edge of biblical versions as well as both the old and new
testaments we would like to see him tackle the knotty question of
why some ancient documents seem to sustain traditional transla-
tions rather than joseph smiths work

richard L anderson provides a brief though helpful analysis
of the prophets last speech delivered 16 june 1844 the context
of the speech shows that it was a hard hitting answer to his
enemies and demonstrated josephs understanding of lifes
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thundercloudsthunderclouds which were darkening around him 320
anderson sees the speech as a solemn valedictory on the signifi-
cance of his god given mission and its revolutionary theology

other articles in the book with some mining yield historical
ore of value susan easton black for example tells us that
symonds ryderscyders son testified that his father did not participate in
the mobbing of joseph smith and sidney rigdon in hiram ohio
because he was ill in bed at the time she also informs us that none
of the mobbersrobbers experienced any repercussions from their attempt
on josephs life 170 daniel H ludlow provocatively begins his
tribute to joseph smith by writing about what he was not joseph
smith is not deity nor was he a tool of the devil 333 before
telling us what he was keith W perkins who has spent more than
two decades studying mormonmonnon kirtland including census records
plot plans diaries and journals gives us the rather startling news
that both the father and the son frequented kirtland meetings this
is a radical departure from the traditional idea emphasized repeat-
edly by joseph fielding smith that the father rarely visits the earth
and then only to introduce the son in view of this it seems to us that
perkinssPerkinperkinesss disclosures require laying a more careful groundwork for
his audience and more detailed evaluation of the evidence

despite the qualifications of the contributors and the undeni-
able value of some of the essays the volume is not entirely satisfac-
tory elder neal A maxwell has said that if the story of the church
is worth telling it should be told well unfortunately the style of
the majority of these essays is that of the bland graduate student
research paper there is little evidence of a unique personal style
indeed we have the impression that if the names were detached
from many of the articles and randomly attached to others even the
most well read in church history among us would have difficulty
discerning who wrote what nor is much eloquence to be found in
the essays there is certainly no B H roberts in this group much
less a churchill barbara tuchman or a james mcgregor bums

the most serious indictment that can be leveled against the
book is that a full two thirds of the essays are little more than
reviews summaries rehashes or warmed over narratives should
one write if one has little to contribute beyond what is available in
a hundred other places the lack of substance and insight is the
more lamentable because of the very qualifications of the authors
these are people who should be able to give the church exceptional
analysis and synthesis even leonard arlingtonarrington the master of
generalization and richard bushman with his keen analytical
skills are disappointing in this volume precisely because their
reputations led us to higher expectations
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why then did these writers rush into print with an inferior
product we suspect the problem lies in the publish or perish or
publish or drift into career stagnation phenomenon that has

enveloped BYU an easy way to bolster ones vita is to edit or
contribute to a collection of essays there has been a spate of such
volumes emerging from the provo campus in recent years and but
for a couple of notable exceptions all are similarly flawed that is
many of the essays reflect the authors having merely dipped into
well worn files or hastily rewritten a lecture while we do not find
fault with the motive we call attention to the inferior quality of the
result this is low quality work not in terms of testimony faith
and orthodoxy but in terms of thought insight and substance we
wish the editors and deseret book had insisted on far more of the
latter qualities from the contributors

regrettably the editors did not achieve their stated objective
because the writers in the majority ofcases failed to providewellprovide wellweliweil
documented new discoveries concerning joseph and fell into the
trap of rewriting known facts while this collection is perhaps
half a cut above some others that have been published in recent
years it still falls short of what we have a right to expect

NOTES

evening and morning star I11 april 1833 84
richard L anderson joseph smiths prophecies of martyrdom in Proceedings odtheoftheof the eighth

annualsidneyannual sidney B sperry symposium A sesquicentennial lookat church historyprovohistory provo BYU religious
instruction 1980 1 14
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JOEL A CARPENTER and KENNETH W SHIPPS making
higher education christian the history and mission of evan-
gelical colleges in america grand rapids mich william B
eerdmans 1987 xvi 304 ppap 169516.951695 paperback

reviewed by neil J flinders assistant professor of secondary education at
brigham young university

the editors of this anthology use twenty one contributors to
explore the heritage vision and mission of evangelical colleges in
the united states A majority of the essays were originally
presented as part of a conference on the task of evangelical
higher education the book is timely in that evangelical protes-
tants have in recent years assumed a significant role in american
politics as evidenced for example in the contributions of the
christian coalition identified as the moral majority to the
election of ronald reagan and in the attention given to candidates
jesse jackson and pat robertson both ordained ministers
during the 1988 presidential campaign

evangelicalism is often equated with fundamentalism but
the terms are not synonymous As used among protestants
evangelicalism refers to preaching the gospel of christ as found
in the bible for the purpose of inviting personal conversion
fundamentalism is the belief that the bible is infallible because
every word in it is the word of god not all evangelicalsevange licals are
fundamentalists and not all fundamentalists are evangelicalsevangelicals
evangelical colleges as defined by carpenter and shipps are
11committed to engender a distinctly christian worldviewworldview in their
students and communities italics added this theistic super-
natural worldviewworldview holding that there is both a natural and a
supernatural world stands in stark contrast to the modem non-
theistic worldviewworldview that maintains the natural world is all that exists
there is no supernatural the choice between these comprehensive
contradictory and permanently irreconcilable worldviewsworldviews may
constitute the central problem of intellectual history

it is well documented that between about 1880 and 1920 the
western academic world turned away from the traditional meta-
physical dualism of christianity in favor of the secular meta-
physical monism ofmodem physics insofar as this view dominates
the academy there is no place for transcendtranscendanttranscendentant or supernatural
influences hence the difficulty that scholars in evangelical col-
leges have had in achieving credibility by definition evangelicalsevangelicals
are not restricted to naturalism they utilize assumptions that
contradict the prevailing modemmodern view this conflict between
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worldviewsworldviews helps to account for the several generations of second
class academic citizenship mentioned in the book according to
carpenter and shipps however evangelical scholars are now
feeling an increasing confidence that their thoughts about seeking
imparting and living the truth may be of interest to the larger world
of higher learning xiii it is this belief that underlies the basic
message of making higher education christian

the content of the book is divided into three areas the first
section traces the heritage ofevangelical higher education from the
scholastic period c AD 1150 noting the emergence of the
university from within christianity and discusses the educational
ideals of the reformers and the puritans which saw social respon-
sibilitysibility as an outcome of classical liberal education the common
assumption was that knowledge was grounded in a shared theology
and a shared acceptance of the authority of the bible before the
american revolution education was grounded in special revela-
tion after the revolution educational leaders allowed the didactics
of the enlightenment to lay out the shape purposes and structures
of knowledge within which they were delighted to find a place for
christianity 64 between the civil war and the second world
war however the commitment ofamerican higher education to a
worldviewworldview in which first principles were god ordained laws and
the human capacity to work with such laws was replaced by the
secular skeptical naturalistic science of the modem worldviewworldview
that was ushered in with the academic revolution 68 the
authors note in retrospect that christian colleges and bible schools
largely lost their scholarly credibility in the new secular perspec-
tive but they did it seems retain a holistic curricular stance that
emphasized the character development and morality that increas-
ingly seems to be looked upon as a new vital resource the
resurgence of expressed conservatism during the final quarter of
this century has placed evangelical colleges among the fastest
growing in america 137

with this recent growth has come a new faculty

they are sophisticated on epistemological and methodological
issues and they are committed to meaningful participation in the life
of their discipline beyond their teaching responsibilities and even
beyond the confines of the campus they tend to be cosmopolitan and
have a broad view of christianity one that appreciates the various
traditions that are represented in the church because of heavy
teaching loads only a few may achieve national prominence for their
publications and innovations yet most of them do not seek it either
much more than their predecessors ever did they measure their own
worth and achievement by meaningful not necessarily prominent
participation within the discipline 147
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in discussing the vision now needed for evangelical colleges
the authors acknowledge the dangerous influence of intellectuals
in church life and cite historical evidence indicating that the
vitality of churches has been inversely proportional to the

influence of intellectuals in church life 155 they cite william
buckleysbuckleyaBuckleys observation that he would sooner be governed by a
church whose bishops were chosen by the first five hundred names
of the chicago phone directory than by a church whose bishops
were a bunch of university professors 155 in contrast to this
recognized danger that the intellect can be an enemy to the spirit is
the expressed need among evangelicalsevangelicals within higher education to
focus their intellectuality on developing christian thinking closing
the gap between spirituality and thinking christian scholars the
book maintains can contribute to this end but it will necessitate
bringing christian criteria to bear on academic work 187 the

evangelical vision in higher education is that scholarship is more
than the nineteenth century practice of adding christianity onto
neutral secular learningleaming it demands the integration of christian
faith with learning but integration alone does not meet the goal
of christian higher education christian scholars must try to
integrate faith with leaminglearning so as to produce christian learning
201

the third section of the book reveals the major weakness of
the collection in exploring how to advance the mission of evan
gelicalsgelicals in higher education the sound of the trumpet is very
unclear parts 1 and 2 which focus on reviewing history and
defining problems are generally stimulating reasonably informa-
tive and insightful part 3 lacks the energy and excitement a reader
is led to expect in a finale that is titled advancing the mission
the essays do not create a vision that could unify or bond those who
mustjoinmust join forces to solve the challenges previously identified they
lament administrative difficulties associated with law and govern-
ance pose curricular shortcomings related to minorities and
women and bemoan the lack of a first level research university
for evangelicalsevangelicals 295 the book is long on description and very
short on solution

while the book is aimed primarily at those directly involved
in the evangelical movement it may also be helpful to those who
are interested in the role evangelicalsevangelicals are playing in the larger social
milieu of our times latter day saints may find the discussion inter-
esting because it focuses on concerns and conflicts similar to those
faced by academiciansacademic ians in our own intellectual community latter
day saint scholars have also struggled with the challenge of
compromising or compartmentalizing their worldviewworldview in order to
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retain professional credibility our faculty and students sense this
tension in our own educational institutions similarly there is an
expressed lament in some circles at the lack of a first level
research university and in other circles at the failure to suffi-
ciently close the gap between christian faith and learningleaming so
as to produce christian learning it would be interesting to see
how the academic intellect of mormondom would explicitly
propose bringing christian criteria to bear on academic work as
a means of advancing the mission it can be discomfortingbediscomforting to
honestly face any form of the ancient question to what extent
should christians compromise their convictions in order to obtain
or retain professional credibility

LOWELL L BENNION the best oflowellof lowell L bennion selected
writings 192819881928 1988 edited by eugene england salt lake city
deseret book co 1988 xxvxiv 305 ppap 159515.951595

reviewed by kenneth W godfrey utah north area director for the LDS church
educational system

the last two decades have seen lowell L bennion become
both a legend and hero of mormon intellectuals if the latter day
saints like the catholics officially bestowed sainthood he would
certainly be a leading candidate mary bradford a former bennion
student is busily engaged in writing his definitive biography and
a university of utah chair has been funded and named in his honor
recently inducted into the utah hall of fame lowell is the subject
of an essay written by douglas alder another former student in a
recently published book about great institute teachers now a
volume containing thirty three of his best essays chosen from more
than 120 of his articles and books written while living a life
spanning more than eighty years has been published by deseret
book company his life and thought while gentle filled with
charity kindness and love certainly had its share of controversy
and even some disappointment

A little less than thirty years ago he was by church officials
relieved of his assignment as director of the salt lake institute of
religion for reasons that are still clouded for years before that
many church conservatives were uncomfortable with some of his
doctrine which they considered too humanistic too liberal
and possessing an uncertain sound at the same time hundreds
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if not thousands of his former students many now college presi-
dents corporate executives intellectuals and governmental offi-
cials postulate that they would not have remained faithful church
members if not for the hours they spent in lowell L bennionsBennions
institute classes and at his home

professor eugene england one of bennionsBennions brightest and
most gifted students begins this book with a short biographical
essay insightful and clearly written england acquaints us with a
man who loved old trucks cows whole milk that he had drawn
himself homemade bread the hebrew prophets especially amos
hosea and micah jesus the worlds impoverished max weber
writing humanism and the merciful aspects of the restored gospel
though england graduated from the university of utah and
received a phd from stanford university he ranks lowell L
bennion as the best teacher he ever had thus he could perhaps not
be faulted too much if his introduction fails to deal with the
controversial aspects of bennionsBennions life that is not the purpose of
the essay nor the objective of the articles he has compiled rather
england wants us to know something of the greatness of the man
before introducing us to his writings

certainly a person bomborn and reared in salt lake cityscites east
bench and educated in utahs public schools and universities must
have had unique capabilities to have completed his phd in
german universities then considered the finest in the world
written his dissertation in english defended it in french and have
it published in book form in english the first english translation
we are told of the thought of the great german intellectual max
weber bennion intellectually is certainly not an ordinary man it
is unusual too that a person so well educated at a time when
few latter day saints were so blessed did not become a university
president or a general authority yet he accomplished more and
his legacy will probably last far longer than many of his contem-
porariesporaries who did become college presidents church leaders and
powerful politicians

perhaps the clue as to why lowell bennion did not achieve the
same positions as did many of his less gifted contemporaries is
found in his writings which to a great extent reflect his philosophy
of life early in his career bennion concluded that the important
thing is not getting somewhere but being something 31 the
supreme value of life he says is life itself 30 other values
which he deemed of greatest importance were health trust
aesthetic sensitivity human relationships integrity creativity and
truth over and over again in his essays he condemned as did one
of his favorite prophets amos the outward forms of religion if
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the disciple lacks the character that gives activity and worship
its substance then mere attendance to duty amounts to nothing
his emphasis was on justice mercy humility and doing good to
all men bennion writes far more about hope than pain more
about optimism than pessimism more about compassion than
punishment and more about becoming a celestial person than
attaining the celestial kingdom he early in life cleansed his
whole being of bigotry and long before blacks could receive the
priesthood contended that denial of such a blessing to so many
of gods children was neither scriptural nor right strangely he
has been silent regarding womens issues though his writing
provides clues that he probably favors much of the womens
rights movement

bennionsBennions essays range broadly and include tributes to close
friends dating skills principles of a happy marriage the first prin-
ciples of the gospel how to keep religious faith while in college
and how to teach effectively in fact one of his most creative and
insightful sentences comes from an article written for his fellow
church educational system teachers he said A student should
not come out of a class in religion with all the prophecies dated the
celestial kingdom landscaped the past and future of the creator
understood and himself ready to step into a place in the councils of
deity 151 it would appear from his writing that his life his
thoughts and his feelings were centered on the things that most
of us would agree matter most amos hosea and micah impress
him far more than moses isaiah and jeremiah the sermon on the
mount means more to him than the theology of paul he prefers
john the apostle of love to the writer of hebrews he favors
those parts of the book of alma which teach us about faith to the
more doctrinal aspects of the book of mormon his life his
teaching his philosophy and his religion are so people centered
and so filled with faith in the basic goodness of all mankind that to
have lowell Bbennionennion as your judge would indeed make the final
appearance before the bar a pleasure perhaps he mirrored christ as
he truly is

just as he found good in all men and in all religions so
bennion helped college students discover the positive in the
variousvadiousvarious academic disciplines they encountered many of his
articles and books were specifically designed to aid students to
increase their faith and commitment during the years they were at
the university his was a reasonable practical approach to life
college and learningleaming because truth was a unifying force not a
divisive one latter day saints were only committed to believe and
have faith in that which was true never in what was false
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these essays compiled by professor england display a man
who loved life lived it to its fullest found joy in a sunrise a
mountain a child a simple hymn a teenage boy a college presi-
dent an apostle and in working with the poor and the misfits of
society he even found happiness in growing old because that too
was part of gods plan

many years ago having just finished a phd and having been
appointed director of the stanford institute I1 invited lowell to give
a devotional talk to the students the same week he was in palo alto
for a know your religion lecture following his noon forum
address we spent two or three hours walking the oak lined walks of
the stanford campus he taught me some great lessons that day
regarding honesty compassion and love that I1 have never forgot-
ten he seemed unconcerned about such matters as power position
either ecclesiastical or political wealth or fame indeed he

exemplified in life his philosophical creed which is reprinted in the
biographical essay that begins this book

learn to like what doesnt cost much
learn to like reading conversation music
learn to like plain food plain service plain cooking
learn to like fields trees brooks hiking rowing climbing hills
learn to like people even though some of them may be different

different from you
learn to like to work and enjoy the satisfaction doing yourjobyourjob as well

as it can be done
learn to like the song of birds the companionship of dogs
learn to like gardening puttering around the house and fixing

things
learn to like the sunrise and sunset the beating of rain on the roof and

windows and the gentle fall of snow on a winter day
learn to keep your wants simple and refuse to be controlled by the

likes and dislikes of others xviiixxiii

in a general priesthood meeting sermon delivered in 1968
and repeated in this book 198 lowell bennion told a story
about his ninety year old mother who when the power went off
in her home was telephoned by an anxious daughter who said 1I
will come and bring dinner no thank you the aged mother
replied what will you do if the power does not come on the
child asked she answered 1I will light a candle and play my
guitar lowell bennion has lit many candles over his eighty years
and the music of his philosophy his religion and his teaching will
never die out

we can forgive the repetition that spans these essays though
we grow tired of reading over and over the same quotes from amos
hosea and micah we are mining a rich enough shaft that we can
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overlook the ore that we have shoveled before for those who are
caught up in the web of achieving excellence and attaining power
who seek the perch of position and the fame of fortune and who
find themselves frequently depressed disappointed and about to
compromise their integrity a night spent reading this book will
probably be better than most things they could do furthermore
those who enroll in seminars on how to deal with stress or how to
make a marriage richer or those who fear god and his judgment
will find the bennion essays most satisfying lowell bennion knew
how to teach how to preach and how to write but what is more
important he knew how to live

while england has compiled an uncommon book of essays
at least two questions beg answers why are the bennion writings
of the 1940s and 1950s strikingly similar to those he penned in the
1980s was it because he discovered the truth early in his life and
felt no need to change or did he simply stop reading thinking and
growing secondly why was it that a man who wrote so much
about love kindness humility mercy and grace could engender
such strong opposition to many of his ideas and furthermore
induce many conservatives to become his enemies

we hope that the forthcoming bradford biography will
answer these and other questions regarding this very complex
thinker because for all his homespun philosophy his straw hats
his old pickup trucks his idaho farm for boys and his simple
lifestyle lowell L bennion was a most uncommon man

HUGH NIBLEY the collected works of hugh nibley vol 1

old testament and related studies edited by john W welch
gary P gillum and don E norton salt lake city deseret book
and the foundation for ancient research and mormon studies
1986 xiv 290 pages 159515.951595

reviewed by kent P jackson associate professor of ancient scripture brigham
young university

hugh nibley is the best known and most highly revered of
latter day saint scholars for over forty years he has enthralled his
readers and listeners with his encyclopedic knowledge his wit and
his untiring research in defense of latter day saint beliefs it is not
saying too much to suggest that he has become a legendary figure
in latter day saint academic circles he has developed a remark-
able following among his readers and former students several of
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whom now continue his work in academic professions of their own
this book published by deseret book and the foundation for
ancient research and mormon studies inauguratesinauguratedinaugurates an ambitious
multivolumemultivolumedmultivolume project to gather and publish all of hugh nibleysNibleys
published books and articles as well as many other previously
unpublished papers and transcribed talks vi the collected
works series represents a major effort to honor him for his many
accomplishments

nibley has had his detractors as well because of his unhesi-
tating willingness to speak out in defense of latter day saint posi-
tions he often finds himself a target for the churchschurche critics since
his 1946 publication of no maam thats not history he has been
seen by many as the churchschurche chief apologist even today some
feel that if they can neutralize the arguments of hugh nibley they
have effectively refuted the beliefs of the church nibley himself
would undoubtedly agree that such a stance both overestimates
his arguments and underestimates the strength of the churchschurche
teachings in his role as a defender of the faith nibley has served
extremely well and deserves our highest admiration and praise
those of us who share his conviction that the restored gospel is true
would do well to emulate his lifelong dedication to defending and
sustaining it my own serious misgivings about his methodology do
not detract from my admiration for his life of scholarship conse-
crated to the highest cause

in the present volume eleven items are collected which are
related in some way to the old testament they were presented
originally either in print or from the speakers platform between
1956 and 1980 only three of the eleven chaps 1144 and 6 had not
been published previously echoing the feelings of nibleysNibleys
followers throughout the church editor john W welch suggests in
his foreword that most of nibleysNibleys lifetime total of nearly two
hundred titles are classics ix if that is in fact the case then this
volume has been severely shortchangershortchangedshortchanged nothing in it can be called
a classic it is in fact a disappointing collection

there are several areas about which I1 have concerns regarding
the material in this book

1 in most of the articles nibley shows a tendency to gather
sources from a variety of cultures all over the ancient world
lump them all together and then pick and choose the bits and pieces
he wants by selectively including what suits his presuppositions
and ignoring what does not he is able to manufacture an ancient
system of religion that is remarkably similar in many ways to
our own precisely what he sets out to demonstrate in the first
place
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there are serious problems involved in this kind of method-
ology the various religious communities from whose documents
nibley draws his material had mutually exclusive beliefs in many
areas by removing their ideas from their own context thus
rendering them invalid and joining them with ideas from other
communities similarly removed from their own context
nibley creates an artificial synthesis that never in reality existed
the result would be unacceptable and no doubt unrecognizable to
any of the original groups generalization is the key ingredient
such phrases as the ancient world is now all one 13 ancient
civilization was 43 and according to the ancients 131311

presuppose a common worldviewworldview for all the disparate cultures of
the ancient world but this idea is as unhelpful as according to
modem man would be to postulate a common ideology for
ottoman bureaucrats bolshevik revolutionaries nazi fascists
afghan peasant women and manhattan yuppies in spite of
influences such as hellenism the roman empire and christianity
the ancient world was as diverse as our own if not more so afactafacea fact
that is generally ignored in this book nibleysbleysNi chapter treasures
in the heavens is one of the most sophisticated in the book but in
it the most puzzling examples of this methodological pitfall can be
found it speaks of the treasure texts a terinterm which is not
defined but which judging from the sources cited must include
documents from the old and new testament pseudepigrapha
the essenesespenesEssenes the mandaeansMandaeans the gnosticsagnostics the manichaeans the
early christian fathers the ancient egyptians and the classical
greek poets if we define an artificial collection like this which
spans hundreds of years thousands of miles and widely diverse
societies and religions as all being the same they were all
teaching very much the same thing 126 we can bring forth
proof that the ancients believed anything we want them to
believe

this kind of method seems to work from the conclusions to
the evidence instead of the other way around and too often it
necessitates giving the sources an interpretation for which little
support can be found elsewhere I1 found myself time and time again
disagreeing with this books esoteric interpretations of qumranquaran
passages in several places nibley sees things in the sources that
simply dont seem to be there for example most of the preexis
tence references in the dead sea scrolls cited in chap 7 this is
what inevitably happens when scholars let their predetermined
conclusions set the agenda for the evidence the work in this book
is better informed and more sophisticated than the dead sea
scrolls prove the gospel is true firesides and tapes that have been
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popular around the church but the methodology is not much
different

2 in this book nibley often uses his secondary sources the
same way he uses his primary sources taking phrases out of
context to establish points with which those whom he quotes would
likely not agree I1 asked myself frequently what some authors
would think if they knew that someone were using their words the
way nibley does the same question I1 asked myself concerning his
ancient sources as well

3 several of the articles lack sufficient documentation
and some lack it altogether this is to be expected in a collection
that includes popular articles and transcripts of speeches the
editors clearly deserve our praise for trying to bring nibleysNibleys
footnotesupfootnotesfootnotesopsupup to professional standards but given the complexity of
the material it was not always possible the first article for
example is riddled with undocumented quotations some of
nibleysbleysNi most puzzling assertions remainremain undocumented or
unconvincingly documented even in those articles that are foot-
noted heavily the two most extensively referenced articles
treasures in the heavens and qumranquaran and the companions of

the cave display the opposite problem the seemingly endless
footnotes in those articles suffer from dreary overkill and yet too
often I1 was disappointed by searching in vain in them for proof for
the claims made in the text

4 nibleysNibleys wit has made him one of the most sought
after speakers in the church but I1 am dismayed to find in this
collection several passages in which his satire tends toward
sarcasm and name calling which have no place in serious
scholarship A frequent vehicle for this is the strawmanstraw man approach
nibley frequently misrepresents his opponents views through
overstatement oversimplification or removal from context to the
point that they are ludicrous after which he has ample cause to
criticize them this may make amusing satire but it is not scholar-
ship nibley has made a fine career of responding to those who have
either willfully or unknowingly misrepresented joseph smith and
the gospel thus I1 am troubled that this book would contain the
same kind of distortion if it is unfair when directed against us is
it somehow an acceptable method when directed at our critics

among those satirizessatirizedsatirized in this book are the learned 8

archaeologists chap 2 the clergy 38 39 professional
scholars 39 secular scholars 39 the doctors 217 18

the schoolmenschoolmanschoolmen 217 and the doctors ministers and commen-
tators 221 we read that recent document discoveries have
proven so upsetting 8 startling 241 disturbing 241 and
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maddening 242411 to people of this sort and that there was a lot
of political and other pressure to keep them from coming out
125 these are frequent but inaccurate and grossly unfair leit

motifs in this book the clergy according to nibley 1I have no
idea who this means here exhibited marked coolness to the
dead sea scrolls 39 why would they be warm to them or
cold or anything else the dead sea scrolls are irrelevant to

what clergy do most dont know or care that they exist
5 my final area of concern is more properly directed at the

editors than at hugh nibley what is the point of publishing some
of this material there clearly is merit in republishing significant
material that has been unavailable to readers for many years but
few thinkers in the history of the world have been so good that
everything they ever wrote or spoke should be memorialized in this
wwayay several of the chapters in this book particularly 9 and 10 are
so weak that the editors would have been doing nibley a much
greater honor if they had left them out what is the point of
resurrecting such material which is now completely out of date
and was not even quality work when first published three decades
ago in doing so they have not done nibley a service nor have they
served his readers

hugh Nibleys contributions to latter day saint scholarship
have been to a large degree the product of his willingness to take a
refreshing imaginative view of things and express it in refreshing
imaginative ways this book despite some of the methodology
used in it contains a share of what nibley does best I1 found his
discussion of the creation and the creation accounts 64646969 74 to
be very insightful and enjoyable reading as well I1 was most
intrigued with his brief note on humans and animals on other
planets 146 in which he proposes that on distant worlds different
varieties of animals are found but humans presumably because we
are gods children are the same everywhere nibleysNibleys thoughts on
the silliest doctrine of all cultural evolution 80 8811 are well

stated his keen perspective on human nature is expressed in
thought provoking terms to be first is satansgatans first principle
95 you can always find somebody who is worse than you are to

make you feel virtuous 217 and to be highly successful in this
life is hardly the ultimate stamp of virtue 233 scholarship he
tells us is also an age old open ended discussion in which the
important thing is not to be right at a given moment but to be able
to enter seriously into the discussion 28 and all of us who
engage in academic pursuits should beware of the gas law of
learningleaming any amount of information no matter how small will
fill any intellectual void no matter how large 4
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nibley never rests from defending the book of mormon
which he calls gods challenge to the world 16 particularly
timely in light of recent notions concerning its origin is his
comment unlike the bible it cannot be partly true for the book
of mormon itself closes the door on such a proposition 17

As usual nibley is at his best when he is being a social critic
small pockets of social criticism appear in various places in the
book but the largest concentration is found in his chapter great
are the words of isaiah note the thought provoking comments
on successful people and zoramitesZoramites 221 22 nibley lists
among his and to a lesser degree isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs areas of concern for
potential danger competitive society 227 the courts 228
real estate development bribery trade 229 and power 232

finally my favorite part of the book is the brief but all too
instructive story of the dog cave on 253 54 one learns a lot from
this real life episode and incidentally one should also gain from
it a healthy skepticism for much of what has been passed down to
us from the ancient world including those documents and tradi-
tions that nibley holds in such high regard

hugh nibleysbleysNi iconoclastic and imaginative way of looking
at things has opened a whole world of excitement and challenge to
those ofus who have read his words and heard him speak far fewer
in the church today would be interested in scriptural research and
ancient things in general if hugh nibley had not come along for
this we can all be sincerely thankful to him and for him he has
served for over four decades as a faithful apologist in the most
positive sense of the word for the church because of this
criticism directed at his work is more often than not actually aimed
at the church and its scriptures instead such is not the case with this
review the task at hand has been to evaluate one book only not
an entire career unfortunately this book is not a collection of
nibleysNibleys best material it will likely turn out to be the weakest in the
collected works series
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CAROL L MEYERS and ERIC M MEYERS haggai zechariah
181 8 anchor bible vol 25b garden city NY doubleday
1987 xcvicv 478 ppap 200020.002000

reviewed by stephen E robinson associate professor of ancient scripture
brigham young university

it is unlikely that another commentary will soon approach
this contribution by carol and eric meyers in either its massive
attention to detail or its analysis of literary structure in fact so
comprehensive is the present work that what was originally tto0 have
been one volume is now going to be two and the reader will have
to wait for zechariah 9 14 and malachi to come out as anchor
bible 25c the volume follows the usual format of the anchor
bible translation notes comment but it might have been better
in this case to merge the notes and comment because of the sheer
bulk of the material the discussions in the notes and those in the
comment sometimes lose track of or repeat each other

the authors are to be congratulated for a sensible translation
that preserves the character of the hebrew text even at the expense
of an elegant english rendering readers can get elegance from the
king james version meyers and meyers have stuck to their task
which is to put us in touch with the hebrew text as much as is
possible in translation also particularly good is the introductory
section dealing with historical context xxix xlivaliv

the authors basic thesis is that haggai zechariah 1 8 is a
single compendious work xlvii they argue for the literary unity
of this material on the bases of 1 chronological data alvixlvi 2
structural unity xlvii xlviii 3 correspondence of key themes
and terms as employed throughout the whole of haggai zechariah
1 8 xlviii lxiii and 4 consistent use of the genre oracular
prose as measured by the percentage distribution ofprose particles
ixiii lxvii the charts and other data martialedmarti aled to support each of

these arguments are impressive but the authors will be criticized
for what amounts to an eclectic method of literary criticism other
scholars using what has become the more standard methodology
heavy on form and redaction criticism will arrive at other conclu-
sions about the literary unity of haggai zechariah 1 8 this is not
to say that meyers and meyers are wrong but merely to point out
again that ones conclusions are usually a function of ones method

A second thesis corollary to the first is that haggai and
zechariah were the authors of virtually all that is attributed to them
and that zechariah himself since his concluding words echo some
of haggaishaggansHaggais themes had a composite work in mind xlvii the
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logical conclusion is that zechariah himself was the author
redactor of our haggai zechariah 1 8 but here oddly meyers and
meyers begin to equivocate referring to the final editor be it
zechariah or his disciple given the chronological frame of
520 515 BCE the unity of structure and thematic interests the
integrity of authorship and zechariahsZechariahs having a composite work
in mind all of which meyers and meyers insist on surely it is an
unnecessary and cumbersome elaboration of their thesis to reintro-
duce perhaps as a sop to redaction critics some final redactor
other than zechariah himself

A third thesis of the work is that haggai zechariah 1 8 was
prepared for presentation at the ceremony of the rededication of
the temple in 515 BCE I1 xviii and that the rebuilding of the
temple is the key to understanding zechariah ixxi since the
temple and the monarchy were so closely tied in israelite thinking
it was necessary meyers and meyers theorize for zechariah to
affirm prophetically that a temple centered society could legiti-
mately exist even without an earthly king

A major weakness of the volume is its complete indifference
to the place of haggai zechariah in the developing apocalyptic
tradition in judaism no attempt is made to analyze the text as
apocalypse in fact there is no attempt to relate haggai zechariah
1 8 to any subsequent literature canonical apocryphal pseud-
epigraphical christian or rabbinic though such omissions are
perhaps defensible on narrow philosophical grounds they are
nevertheless lamentable especially since most of the related works
are also part of the anchor bible

nevertheless meyers and meyers have plowed new ground
their treatment of haggai zechariah 1 8 is fresh and creative
much of their work will be challenged but most of the valuable
work that contributes important new insights is challenged this
volume is a solid contribution to scholarship based on a thorough
analysis of the data meyers and meyers have not merely sifted
through the work of others they have given the rest ofus something
to sift



fondest dream

for bruce R mcconkie

although body invaded carnivorous cells
spirit still slick clean
hoisted flesh to the pulpit

I1 saw electricity arrange itself
to your image
face death drawn unadjustable
by the twist of a knob
and words
that drained out mechanical
but lost nothing in the translation

your message atonement
when with every reason
to have thought fall
the cruelestcrudest of seasons
disguising decay behind color
or beneath linens cover surrendered
until wasted cold

but each morning dressed
you stretched out like lazarus
waiting for a public moment
to say I1 have known faith
and still believe
with tears
that might have been for many reasons
but none so lasting
as to wet heavens feet

R blain andrus

R blain andrus is a poet living in reno nevada
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